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Our students are
at the heart of
everything we do
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President’s Message

The Dyslexia of Singapore (DAS) celebrated our
25th Anniversary in FY2016-2017. This was kicked
off with a 25th Anniversary Carnival at the Toa
Payoh HDB Hub on 8 October 2016 where DAS
reached out to many members of the public. This
was the first time we have tried this approach and it
was a success, based on the constant stream of visitors.

the years and providing the MOE Grant for dyslexic
students attending the main literacy programme
at our thirteen DAS Learning Centres. This Grant
amounted to $10.195 million in FY2016-2017.
Students from lower income families also benefited
from the MOE Financial Assistance Scheme (FAS). If
not for the MOE Grant and FAS, the DAS would have
to charge higher fees in order for our main literacy
programme to be sustainable. With MOE’s support,
we will keep our fees affordable and our services
accessible to parents and their children.

We also organised a 25th Anniversary Charity
Dinner at Hotel Jen Tanglin on 21 October 2016.
I am most thankful to Ms Low Yen Ling, Senior
Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Trade and
Industry & Ministry of Education Mayor, South
West CDC who was our Guest of Honour. With Ms
Low’s support, DAS raised$514,000 for the Jimmy
Daruwalla Fund which will go towards supporting
DAS alumni and staff to pursue higher education.
Our 25th Anniversary celebrations will culminate
with the launch of our 25th Anniversary Book in
late July 2017 which will be titled “Clearly Different”
and written by Dr William Wan.

I am also most grateful to Dr Janil Puthucheary, Senior
Minister of State, Ministry of Communications and
Information & Ministry of Education who visited
DAS Rex House Centre on 16 November 2016 to
better understand our work. He also attended the
DAS Student Graduation and Achievement Awards
Ceremony on 26 November 2016 as our Guest
of Honour. The presence of Dr Puthucheary was
incredible encouragement and affirmation of MOE’s
support for our students and their parents.

The work and achievements of DAS over 25
years would not have been possible without
our wonderful supporters, donors, volunteers
and parents. I would like to thank the Ministry of
Education (MOE) for their continuous support over

“

“

Besides the MOE, we also continue to receive
strong support from the National Council of Social
Services (NCSS). DAS has benefited much from the
NCSS-managed Civic and Community Institution
(C&CI) Space Scheme which enabled DAS to set up
learning centres in popular shopping malls such as
Bishan Junction 8, Jurong Point, Parkway Parade
and Chinatown Point. DAS has also benefited
from the government’s SkillsFuture Study Awards
2016 which is sponsoring three DAS psychologists
to attend the NIE Masters course in Educational
Psychology. Many other DAS staff have also
attended training supported by the NCSS-managed
VWO Capability Fund.

With MOE’s support, we will
keep our fees affordable and
our services accessible to
parents and their children.

The President’s Challenge again has been a great
supporter, donating substantial sums to DAS over
6
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the years, and has once again confirmed that DAS
will be a beneficiary for 2017. We also thank the
generous support of NTUC Income OrangeAid,
the Toteboard and members of Keppel Club to
name a few. The disbursements from donations
that attracted dollar-for dollar matching via the
government’s Care and Share Grant were also
received in FY2016-2017. It is through these
generous funding and donations that more children
from lower income families are able to benefit from
our services. I am not able to name them all but we
must also not forget the many more individuals and
organisations who have donated to or supported
the work of DAS in various ways.

DAS has continued to grow
from strength to strength
with the crossing of two
significant milestones in
FY2016-2017.

I am delighted that at the management level,
there has continued to be stability and progress
under the leadership of Chief Executive Officer
Mr Lee Siang. Under Mr Lee and his team’s able
management, DAS has continued to grow from
strength to strength with the crossing of two
significant milestones in FY2016-2017. The MOEaided DAS Literacy Programme (MAP) enrolment 
crossed the 3,100 students mark in Term 4, 2016.
Enrolments under Specialised Educational Services
(SES) which includes the Preschool, Maths, Chinese,
Exam Skills programmes, etc, reached a new high
of 1,100 students enrolled in Term 2, 2017. I would
like to thank Lee Siang andhis team for another
outstanding effort in the past yearreaching out and
helping many more students with dyslexia!

I would also like to express my deep appreciation
to my fellow Executive Committee members for
their unstinting support, particularly during the
transition following the untimely passing of our
founding President Dr Jimmy Daruwalla last July.
Together, we will do our best to continue with the
legacy he has left behind, and to build on it.
Last but not least, I would like to express our
immense appreciation to our ever supportive
patron, Mrs Goh Chok Tong. Mrs Goh has been
our Patron since 1995 and her encouragement has
been instrumental to our development.

Looking forward, DAS will continue to focus on
quality and sustainability. We will continue to
invest resources and expand efforts to secure
funding and donations to support a comprehensive
and holistic range of programme and services. This
is so that the DAS can reach out and serve even
more people with dyslexia and associated learning
needs. We will continue to further our mission Helping Dyslexic People Achieve.

The passing of Dr Jimmy Daruwalla has
underscored the importance of Board renewal.
While I am pleased that we now have three
Executive Committee members - Mr Kevin Kwek,
Ms Connie Yang a nd Dr Zubin Daruwalla who are
under 50 years old - we need to attract even more
qualified and committed people to join the ExCo
to ensure the continuity necessary to pursue the
outstanding work achieved over the years to help
people with dyslexia.

Mr Eric Lee
President
7
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significant improvement from their deficit of $79K
for FY2014-2015.

As I complete my third year as Chief Executive
Officer, I must thank the Executive Committee
and all colleagues for their incredible support as
DAS continues to improve in terms of the scope,
expertise and reliability of our services.

 ASstaff have put in a most commendable
D
effort to achieve an enrolment increase which
peaked at 3,103 students in Term 4, 2016for the
MOE-aided DAS Literacy Programme (MAP). At
the same time, regular Specialised Educational
Services (SES) students increasedto 1,100 in Term
2, 2017. The increased student numbers were the
result of increasedawareness activities and talks.
This led to many referrals and DAS psychologists
processed more than 1,600 referrals of which nearly
1,000 received assessments in FY2016-2017. DAS
Academy also improved their performance by
responding to requests and conducting additional
workshops in schools and organisations. The
signing of a new two year agreement to train
MOE Allied Educators (Learning and Behavioural
Support) also contributed to DAS Academy’s good
performance 

With DAS having incurred a financial deficit in
FY2013-2014 for the first time in more than a
decade, one of my priorities for the past three
years was to stabilise the finances of DAS and
its subsidiaries. I am therefore pleased to inform
that at Group level, we were in surplus for both
FY2015-2016 and FY2016-2017. However, Group
accumulated funds of around $13 million as at 31
March 2017 is still only around 65% of projected
annual expenditure for FY2017-2018 and DAS must
continue to be prudent in our spending.
Nevertheless, DAS continued to provide for children
from lower income families to access our various
programmes and there was a record Bursary
Expenditure of $1.359 million in FY2016-2017.
DAS Academy achieved a surplus of $111K in
FY2015-2016 and $88K in FY2016-2017. This is a

“

“

DASstaff have put in a most
commendable effort to achieve
an enrolment increase which
peaked at 3,103 students in
Term 4, 2016for the MOE-aided
DAS Literacy Programme.

8

Staff also made major improvements and
additions to curriculum and student groups. MAP
introducing a new Reading Comprehension pack.
The SES Preschool Team signed an MOU with the
PAP Community Foundation and are now teaching
children at-risk of dyslexia in five PCF centres.
The SES Maths Team started the Problem Sums
curriculum from Term 1, 2017 while the Chinese
Team began supporting Secondary One students
for the first time also from Term 1, 2017.
A DAS Handbook which includes the programme
evaluation reports of all major programmes was
published for the first time in October 2014 and
a third issue was published by the end of Term 1,
2017. In June 2015, DAS organised the first UniTE
SpLD Conference and a third instalment was
organised from 19-21 June 2017 with 40 speakers
from DAS, Singapore as well as Australia, Malaysia,

CEO’s Message

Management will continue to be prudent. We
note that wage credit payments and dollar for
dollar donation matching via Care and Share will
taper off from 2017. The continued growth of SES
will mean a corresponding increase in Bursary
Expenditure for students from lower income
families. MOE’s Financial and Educational Review
recommendations may require changes to the
way DAS operates. Nevertheless, our effort to
increase productivity is bearing fruit and we
can look forward with greater confidence as we
provide more dyslexic people with wider and better
services. This has been a wonderful team effort
and I must once again thank all colleagues for their
immense effort and the Executive Committee for
their support and guidance.

“

“

Indonesia, Philippines, India, Japan, Italy, UKand US.

Nevertheless, our effort
to increase productivity is
bearing fruit and we can
look forward with greater
confidence as we provide
more dyslexic people with
wider and better services.

The DAS strategy for the next five years remains
unchangedand this is “ To build a comprehensive
and holistic range of programmes and services
for our clients with dyslexiaand Specific Learning
Differences“. Major new developments include the
increasing use of technology in our classrooms
as well as piloting support for post secondary
and young adults. To support the above, DAS will
continue to build a pool of expertise in Dyslexia and
Specific Learning Differences here in Singapore.
Programme evaluation and research is also
increasingly part of the culture at DAS.
The above reflects the breath and complexity of
the work of the DAS today. But DAS continues to
be in pioneering country in almost everything we
do a nd there is much more we can accomplish for
the greater benefit of our clients with dyslexia and
associated learning differences.
Lee Siang
Chief Executive Officer
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Vision and Mission
OUR MISSION
Helping Dyslexic People Achieve
OUR GOALS
To build a world class organisation dedicated to helping
dyslexic people and those with specific learning differences
in Singapore.
OUR AIMS
1. To put quality first in delivering a comprehensive and effective
professional service for dyslexic people and those with specific
learning differences on a not-for profit basis.
2. To provide an assessment service for individuals at risk of having
dyslexia and/or specific learning differences.
3. To provide educational programme and other support services for
individuals with dyslexia and/or specific learning differences.
4. To raise public and professional awareness of the nature and
incidence of dyslexia and specific learning differences.
5. To enable others (teachers, parents and professionals) to help
dyslexic individuals and those with specific learning differences.
6. To assist and elicit financial and other support for people with
dyslexia, those with specific learning differences and their families
7. To promote and carry out local research into dyslexia, specific
learning differences and to disseminate results.
8. To network with other organisations in Singapore and
internationally to bring best practices to the DAS and Singapore.
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We are committed
to the success of
every child
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Executive Committee

MR LEE SIEW PIN ERIC
President
Appointed on 24 September 2016
Vice President from September 2015
to July 2016
Member since 5 October 1996
President since 23 July 2016

MR KEVIN KWEK
Honorary Secretary
Appointed on 24 September 2016
Member since 12 January 2013

MR RAJARAM
Vice President
Appointed on 24 September 2016
Member since 30 October 1999
Vice President since 23 July 2016

MR CHEN WEI CHING VINCENT
Assistant Honorary Treasurer
Appointed on 24 September 2016
Member from 1992 - 1998 and then
from 22 January 2008
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MR KAKA SINGH S/O DALIP SINGH
Honorary Treasurer
Appointed on 24 September 2016
Member since 21 November 1992

MR LIM BOON TONG PAUL
Assistant Honorary Secretary
Appointed on 24 September 2016
Member since 21 November 1992

Executive Committee

MR K KESAVAPANY
Executive Committee Member
Member since 18 February 2005

MS CYNTHIA TAN
Executive Committee Member
Member since 30 September 1995

MS CONNIE YANG
Executive Committee Member
Member since 31 May 2014

DR ZUBIN J DARUWALLA
Executive Committee Member
Co-Opt on 24 September 2016
Member since 6 August 2016
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Organisational Chart

Corporate Services &
Human Resources
MOE-aided DAS
Literacy Programme
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Admissions
Curriculum Development
Quality Assurance

Bursaries
Central Administration
Customer Service
Fundraising
Human Resource
Information Technology
Logistics
Publicity & Publications

Specialised
Educational Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finance

Chinese
English Exam Skills
Maths
Preschool
Psychoeducational
Assessments
Specialist Tutoring
Speech & Drama Arts
Speech & Language
Therapy

Learning Centres &
Outreach
•
•

Staff Professional
Development

Special Projects
•
•

13 Learning Centres
Outreach & Awareness

Register of Educational
Therapists (Asia)
Research

Dyslexia Association
of Singapore
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General Management

MR LEE SIANG
Chief Executive Officer
Appointed on 1 September 2014

MS CHAI SOO CHIAO
Chief Financial Officer
Appointed on 1 September 2014

MS GEETHA SHANTHA RAM
Director of MOE-aided DAS
Literacy Programme & Staff
Professional Development
Appointed on 1 January 2014

MS FANNY FOO
Director of Learning Centres
& Outreach
Appointed on 1 January 2014

MS QUEK GEK SAN
Director of Human Resource &
Corporate Services
Appointed on 27 January 2015

MR NOR ASHRAF SAMSUDIN
Director of Specialised
Educational Services
Appointed on 1 January 2014

MS JUNE SIEW
Head of DAS Academy
Appointed on 7 January 2015
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MS ANABERTA OEHLERS-JAEN
Programme Director of SES
Maths & Assessments, SES
Specialist Tutoring &
Head of DAS International
Appointed on 1 January 2014

Corporate Governance
Eexecutive Committee

Risk Management and Internal Controls

Dyslexia Association of Singapore (DAS) was set up
as a society on 21 October 1991 and was registered
as a charity on 15 February 1996, with the objective
of helping dyslexic people achieve. DAS is governed
by ten Executive Committee members headed by a
President. The Executive Committee is responsible
for pursuing the objectives of DAS.

The Executive Committee has overall responsibility of
DAS key risks to safeguard DAS interests and its
assets. They have an oversight function, ensuring that
processes are in place, they are adequate and
effective in fulfilling the mission of DAS. The Audit
Committee assists the Executive Committee in
providing risk management oversight while the
ownership of day to day management and monitoring
of existing internal control systems are delegated to
the DAS General Management Team (GMT)

Executive Committee Composition and Membership
All the Members are independent and do not
receive any remuneration for their services to
the DAS. New appointments of Members are
recommended by the Executive Committee and
are selected based on their skills, experience,
knowledge, diversity and expertise.

The Executive Committee has formed seven (7)
oversight sub-committees providing the relevant
advice and expertise to DAS GMT. The seven subcommittees are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any newly appointed Members shall hold office
only until the next Annual General Meeting (AGM)
and shall then be eligible for re-election. There is a
maximum term limit for the Executive Committee
Treasurer of four (4) years.

Audit
Building
Finance and Investment
Fundraising
Human Resources
Programme and Services
Nomination

Board composition and members of the respective Board Committees from the last AGM date, 24 September
2016, is set out in the table below.
Committee
Members

Building

Finance &
Investment

Vincent Chen

M

M

Kaka Singh

M

C

Audit

Fundraising

Human
Resource

Programme
& Services

Nomination

M

M

M

C

Eric Lee

Paul Lim

M

M

K Kesavapany

M

M

Cynthia Tan

M

M Rajaram

C

M
C
M
M
C

C

M
M
M

M

M

M

Connie Yang

M

M
M

M

Kevin Kwek

M

M

C

Zubin J Daruwalla

M

M

M

C - denotes Chairman; M - denotes Member
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Members and their respective attendance at the meetings from the last AGM date are set out below:
Committee
Members(1)

Executive
Committee

Audit

Finance &
Investment

Fundraising

Human
Resource

Programme &
Services

No. of meetings
held(2)

5

3

3

2

1

5

Eric Lee

5

NA

NA

2

1

5

Vincent Chen

3

NA

1

1

NA

NA

Kaka Singh

5

NA

3

NA

1

NA

Paul Lim

3

1

NA

NA

0

3

K Kesavapany

1

1

NA

0

NA

1

Cynthia Tan

1

1

NA

2

1

1

M Rajaram

4

3

NA

0

NA

NA

Connie Yang

1

NA

NA

0

0

1

Kevin Kwek

4

NA

2

2

NA

4

Zubin J Daruwalla(3)

3

NA

1

0

NA

3

All Executive Committee members have met the constitutional requirements and none has been absent for three consecutive meetings without
satisfactory explanation.
(2)
Apart from the meetings held, DAS management sends regular updates to various Board Committees through e-mails. From the last AGM date, the
number of updates sent to various Committees are as follows: Executive Committee (75), Audit Committee (2), Finance & Investment Committee (22)
and Human Resource Committee (2). Some of these updates require written approval by the Executive Committee members.
(3)
Dr Zubin J Daruwalla was co-opted as member on 24 September 2016.
(1)

The general management of the day-to-day
operations of DAS is overseen by DAS GMT, which
is led by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of DAS.
The implementation of the policies and directives
set by the Executive Committee is completed by
the GMT.

recommendations; conducting periodic internal
checks on key processes; analysing and address
the risks associated to key processes; overseeing
regulatory compliance and whistle-blower policies
and reporting to the Executive Committee on any
financial irregularities and concerns.

Audit Committee

The Audit Committee has put in place a whistleblowing policy, whereby staff or any other person
may raise concerns about possible improprieties
in matters of financial reporting, fraudulent acts
and other matters and ensure that arrangements
are in place for independent investigations of such
matters and appropriate follow up actions.

The Audit Committee facilitates the external and
internal audit of DAS for the Executive Committee
to obtain independent information about DAS activities.
The Audit Committee’s responsibilities include
overseeing the financial report and disclosure
process, monitor the choice of accounting policies
and principles; reviewing the audit plans and
reports of the external and internal auditors
and considers the effectiveness of the actions
taken by DAS management on the auditors’
17
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Building Committee

appropriately and that fundraising efforts are costeffective.

The Building Committee oversees new building
or major renovation projects of DAS and/or its
Learning Centres. It ensures the tender procedures
are followed and will negotiate the tender price with
the two contractors with the lowest quotations.
The Building Committee’s responsibilities is also to
ensure the total cost of new building projects stay
within the approved budget and will recommend to
Executive Committee for approval if the cost should
exceed the approved budget.

Human Resource Committee
The Human Resource Committee oversees the
drafting and/or revising of personnel policies;
reviews job descriptions; establishes salary
structure; and annually reviews staff salaries and
benefits package. It also guide the development,
review and authorisation of HR policies and
procedures in DAS. The Human Resource
Committees also acts as a Grievance Board against
the Chief Executive Officer or when an employee
formally appeals a decision by the Chief Executive
Officer.

The Building Committee did not meet as there were
no building projects during the year.
Finance and Investment Committee

Programme and Services Committee

The Finance and Investment Committee reviews
and ensure budgets are properly prepared and in
accordance to DAS plans. It ensures regular and
accurate monitoring and accountability for funds,
recommends financial guidelines; ensures financial
reports are accurate and timely. The Finance and
Investment Committee also directs and monitors
the investment of the assets of DAS. It discharges its
duties with due care, skill and diligence as a prudent
investor by ensuring the investment objectives,
policies and guidelines are consistent and
appropriate. Review the asset allocation on a yearly
basis and ensure allocations are appropriate given
a change in he investment environment. Reports
on the investment performance and financial
condition of the Fund to the Executive Committee
on a regular basis.

The Programme and Services Committee ensure
the operations and programmes in DAS are
directed towards achieving its objectives. This
committee meets in conjunction with the General
Executive Committee meetings.
Nomination Committee
Nomination Committee is responsible for the
general affairs of the Board. The tasks of the
Committee include reviewing the composition
of the Executive Committee annually to ensure
that the Board has an appropriate balance of
independent Executive Committee members and
to ensure an appropriate balance of expertise,
skills, attributes and ability among the members.
The Committee also identifies potential board
member candidates and explores their interest and
availability for board service; nominates individual
to be elected as members of the Board; takes the
lead in succession planning; nominates Executive
Committee members for election as office bearers;
and designs and oversees a process of Executive
Committee orientation. The Nomination Committee
did not meet as there were no new nominees
during the year.

Fundraising Committee
The Fundraising Committee is responsible for
overseeing DAS’s overall fundraising efforts. It will
work with staff to establish and approve the
fundraising plan, take the lead in major fundraising
events, monitor to ensure ethical fund raising
practises, ensure donors are acknowledged
18

We believe in
building the
strengths and
talents of people
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DAS reserve policy
The Group’s and the Association’s primary objective is helping dyslexic people achieve. It aims to build a
world class organisation dedicated to helping dyslexic people and those with specific learning differences in
Singapore.
Pursuant to the Code of Governance for Charities and IPCs Guideline 6.4.1, the Executive Committee has
established a Reserve Policy for the Group to provide financial stability and the means for the development of
the principal activity. The Group will use the reserves for the operating purposes not subject to commitments,
planned expenditure and spending limits. Reserves include Education Fund and Unrestricted Funds.
The Board reviews the amount of reserves on an annual basis that is required to ensure that it is adequate to
fulfil our continuing obligations.
The Group will build its reserves towards a level which is at least equivalent to:
Total Reserves = (Total Expenditure – 75% of Government Grant – Net Fees) x 3 years, computed as follows:
Group
Total Operating Expenses
Less: 75% of Government Grant
Net Fees
Net Expenditure
Total Reserves Required

2017
19,467,000
7,646,000
7,256,000
4,565,000
13,695,000

Association
2016
18,532,000
7,253,000
7,756,000
3,523,000
10,569,000

2017
18,935,000
7,646,000
6,759,000
4,530,000
13,590,000

2016
18,004,000
7,253,000
7,246,000
3,505,000
10,515,000

The reserves position at group level for the financial year is as follows:

Unrestricted Funds (Reserves)
Restricted / Designated Funds:
- Education Fund
Total Funds
Ratio of Reserves1 to Net Expenditure2
over 3 years
1
2

Current Year
1,329,000

Previous Year
815,000

Inc/(dec)
514,000

11,724,000

10,527,000

1,197,000

13,053,000

11,342,000

1,711,000

0.95

1.07

(0.12)

Unrestricted Funds and Education Fund.
Charitable Activities and Other Operating and Administration Expenses, net of fees and 75% government grants.
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DAS conflict of interest policy

DAS loans policy

The Policies and procedures on Conflict of Interest
at DAS are as follows:

DAS does not grant loans to third parties.
DAS investment policy

1. Board members and staff have to complete and
submit the Conflict of Interest form on an annual
basis or when actual or potential conflicts of
interest arise at the earliest opportunity.

DAS has to set aside liquid funds for its normal
operations. It is to maintain liquid funds
equivalent to 3 months of operational expenses
and foreseeable requirements (such as capital
expenditures). These funds can be held as cash in
current account or one (1) month fixed deposits.

2. Staff shall not be involved in setting his or her
own remuneration. This does not apply to Board
members as they do not receive any remuneration.

The balance of its funds can be regarded as
investible funds with the bulk placed in fixed
deposits or bonds, and a smaller portion in equities.
As the total investible funds in DAS will vary from
time to time, and taking into account the tradeoff between liquidity and yield, and the yield
difference at the time of investment, the portion
invested fixed deposits, bonds and equities may
shift accordingly. However the limit set is 40%
in bonds (capped at $3.5M) and 20% (capped at
$1.5M) in equities with the balance in fixed deposits
of 3 months to 12 months duration.

3. When Board members have:
a. Any interest in business transactions or contracts
that DAS may enter into; or
b. Any interest in other organisations that DAS has
dealings with or is considering entering into joint
ventures with; or
c. Any interest as the charity’s suppliers, service
users, beneficiaries or staff.
The Board member concerned should not vote
on the matter nor participate in discussions. He or
she shall also offer to withdraw from the meeting,
and the other Board members should decide if
this is required. The reason for how a final decision
is made on the transaction or contract will be
recorded in the minutes of the meeting.

DAS will invest in bonds which satisfy the following
guideline:
a. Singapore dollar denominated bonds to avoid
foreign exchange risks,
b. Restricted to corporate bonds that are issued by
Singapore banks or major Singapore
companies linked to Temasek Holdings and bonds
that are rated investment grade to
minimise credit risk.

4. Any appointment of staff who is related to
current Board members or staff shall undergo
the established human resource procedures
for recruitment, performance evaluation and
remuneration.

c. Restricted to bonds with 5 years or less to
maturity. Preference shares that have the above
characteristics of bonds can also be considered.
Investments in bonds which vary from the above
guidelines must be specifically approved by the
Finance Committee and Executive Committee.

Board members or staff should make a declaration
of such relationships and not influence decisions
made during these procedures.
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HR practices remuneration and performance
management

An E-appraisal system was launched in FY 20142015. Prior to this, performance appraisal was
conducted on hardcopy forms. Awarding of
Performance Bonus (PB) tied to performance rating
was introduced in FY 2013-2014.

DAS reviews its Compensation and Benefits every
two years to ensure that all staff are paid equitably,
commensurate with their academic qualifications,
relevant working experience, as well as the
economic value of skills.

In addition to the annual appraisal cycle where
different quantum of PB are be paid depending
on the performance rating of the staff, DAS also
offers Quantitative Performance Awards (QPA) to
recognise the top 10% of staff who have conducted
the highest number of psychological assessments,
taught the most number of students, achieved
the best productivity and efficiency ratios in
administration, etc.

Recommendations to revise salaries across all staff
or specific categories of staff are forwarded to the
Executive Committee (Exco) HR Committee for
approval and then to the Exco Finance Committee
for inclusion in the budget before endorsement by
the Full Exco.

The monthly CEO Commendation Award is another
means by which DAS shows appreciation to staff
who go beyond their job description and step up
when the occasions call for it.

Amongst Voluntary Welfare Organisations, DAS
provides one of the more comprehensive medical
coverage, including Group Personal Accident and
Group Term Life for its staff. DAS has also increased
its dental allowance for staff in FY 2017-2018.

DAS also presents Long Service Awards (LSA) to
its staff, starting with completion of five years of
service. By 31 March 2017, 36 of our staff have been
with DAS for 5 years and more.

DAS watches closely the Singapore economy
and the updates in government policies, and
the ensuing opportunities and challenges that
may occur to DAS. We embrace the Adapt and
Grow initiative by the Ministry of Manpower, and
are working actively with Workforce Singapore
to participate in the Professional Conversion
Programme (PCP). We encourage PMETs to join DAS
as Educational Therapists.
The performance appraisal aims to achieve the
following to support the achievement of DAS
mission, objectives and strategies:
•
•
•
•

Measure employee performance.
Provide feedback and identify performance
gaps to improve employee performance.
Identify training and development needs.
Allocate rewards and recognition through
promotion, performance based bonuses and
merit increments.
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Corporate Policies
Whistle-Blowing Policy
DAS and its EXCO are fully committed to
conducting its operations with integrity and
consistent with the highest ethical standards,
and incompliance with all applicable laws and
regulatory requirements. DAS strongly believes that
the actions and conduct of all employees, as well
as other persons acting on behalf of DAS and/or
its subsidiaries, are essential to maintaining these
standards. The EXCO has approved and adopted
a Whistle-blowing Policy to ensure necessary
arrangements are available where whistle-blowers
may raise concerns about possible improprieties
without fear of reprisals in any form.
The Audit Committee of the EXCO of DAS shall have
the overall authority and oversight of the Policy
from time to time. The Audit Committee may in its
absolute discretion delegate the investigation of
the whistle-blowing reports and implementation of
this Policy to such person as it deems fit.
It is the responsibility of all officers and employees
of DAS to report any possible improprieties. He/She
can report to Chairman Audit Committee. The
whistle-blowing policy is available on the DAS
website (http://das.org.sg/about-das/organisationinformation).
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Our Beneficiaries
DAS believes that no child should be left behind because he or she cannot afford the cost of a DAS education.
The provision of bursaries is critical as it levels the playing field for children with dyslexia from lower income
families. DAS and MOE provide financial assistance in the form of bursaries to Singaporean students, or to
students who have at least one parent who is a Singaporean.
The student must also be attending a MOE mainstream school between Primary One (1) and Secondary Five (5).
Bursaries are provided to students for:
•
•
•

Psychological assessments
MOE-aided DAS Literacy Programme (MAP) remediation
Specialised Educational Services (SES) programmes

The total bursaries for FY2016-2017 amounted to $1.359 million. Refer to the respective sectinos for the number
of students who received bursaries during the year.
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MOE-aided DAS Literacy Programme
MAP
(MOE-aided DAS Literacy Programme)

Admissions

To assess, diagnose and
profile learners into
suitable bands that cater
to their learning needs.

Curriculum

To develop, enhance and
implement a curriculum
that benefits learners
across the different bands.

Educational-Technology

To leverage on the use of
technology to complement
and enhance the learning
experiences of learners.
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Quality
Assurance

• To review, maintain and
improve service quality
standards of teaching
staff.
• To monitor learners’
progress through the
use of Curriculum-based
Assessments (CBAs).

MOE-aided DAS Literacy Programme
Strategic Direction and Programme Management

contribution to evidence based knowledge to the
field.

The MOE-aided DAS Literacy programme (MAP)
provides a comprehensive and quality curriculum
to support dyslexic students facing literacy
challenges. MAP division provides assessment
and intervention services and empowers the
Educational Therapists who support our learners.

Our dedicated educators have currently embarked
on 19 research projects. We are waiting for the
results of these research initiatives so that we can
understand our students and our programmes
better.
MAP believes in maintaining strong Parent
Communication

MAP Admissions processed 723 applications and profiled
864 students for remediation. MAP Admissions
conducted 853 assessments, of which 51% (436
students) were found to have dyslexia and were
referred for remediation. Intervention was provided
to 3,096 students as at Week 10 of Term 4 2016.

Parents of MAP students have always been
regarded as important partners in our mission
to help learners with dyslexia. In order to update
them on their child’s progress and gain a better
understanding of the needs of our clients as well as
to ascertain their feedback on the services rendered
so far, EdTs communicate with them at least once
a month, meet parents at least twice a year and
parents complete a client satisfaction survey twice
a year.

Our Beliefs
MAP believes in investing in our Educational
Therapists
All our Educational Therapists go through an
intensive 1 year Specialist Diploma, which covers 3
modules and includes on-the-job training.

MAP believes in providing support to those in
need of financial aid through bursaries

MAP believes in measuring effectiveness of our
programmes by monitoring students’ progress

DAS and MOE provide financial assistance through
bursaries to Singaporean students or to students
who have at least one parent who is a Singaporean
who are attending MOE mainstream schools.
MAP students who do not meet the above criteria
but are in need of financial support can apply for
bursaries to enable them to receive intervention
at the DAS. The bursaries awarded allow students
from lower-income families to access the MAP
programme. Bursaries are also provided to students
for psychological assessments. Students who may
not be eligible for the MOE bursaries may also
apply for the EZ-link funding.

Students‘ progress is monitored through the
MAPTrack, which is a curriculum-based assessment
(CBA), twice a year. These assessments help
the Educational Therapists better understand a
child’s improvement as well as plan for further
implementation of the curriculum to meet the
needs of the students.
MAP believes in conducting Research to
measure the effectiveness of our programme
and services
Through research, we can provide valuable
information to parents and stakeholders about
the strengths and limitations of our intervention
programme, improve on the quality of the
intervention we deliver and increase the DAS’
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MAP believes in gaining International Recognition through
Partnerships

students

The Institutional Quality Standards and Accreditation process
was piloted with the Dyslexia Association of Singapore’s main
literacy programme, MAP.

864

DAS was one of the first international partners chosen to be
evaluated based on recognition of our strengths, and it is with
great pleasure that we report that DAS and MAP met all of the
International Dyslexia Association’s (IDA’s) Institutional Quality
Standards while benefiting from the experiences of the reviewer,
Dr Charles Haynes, Professor at the Massachusetts General
Hospital of Health Professions, who pointed out areas which DAS
can continue to strengthen.

students referred
for classes

853

Our Services

assessments
conducted

“

A team of psychologists participate in screening learners
to enable identification of at-risk students. Upon receipt of
applications from parents, schools and other professionals
supporting learners, MAP specialist and educational
psychologists conduct assessments to formally diagnose the
needs of the learners, and subsequently, make placement
referrals for intervention. A team of administrative staff support
the referral process as well as bursary needs of students who may
require financial assistance.
Curriculum Development and Enhancement

The MAP Integrated Curriculum at the Dyslexia Association of
Singapore (DAS) emphasises on the integration of key building
blocks of literacy which include language and vocabulary,
phonics, reading fluency, reading comprehension and writing.
A team of experienced senior and lead educational therapists
regularly evaluate the current curriculum and its relevance based
on profiles of students and recommended intervention by the
Admissions team. Further development, implementation and
enhancement of the curriculum are based on these evaluations
and proposals for additional programmes within the curriculum
are also considered so that all students equally benefit from MAP.
Educational Technology
MAP has adopted an inclusive approach to technology in its
literacy classrooms. It started in 2005 with the introduction of
touch typing software and later, phonics based software that
complemented literacy lessons. Backed by supportive leadership
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“

Admissions

We embrace change
but we must also
evaluate the impact
these changes have
on our students.

MOE-aided DAS Literacy Programme
and armed with new innovations, devices and access to world class technology, MAP strives to keep abreast
with educational technology.
Quality Assurance
A team of educational advisors conduct needs analysis, and assist with the development and support
of educators through broad based support as well as intensive remediation guidance. The evaluation of
educator performance and formulation of further training to groom educators ensures that the educators
are able to effectively translate the curriculum to meet the needs of their learners. Additionally, through
progress monitoring of students and their graduation, this department keeps its view on the quality of the
programme through the teachers and the learners.
Teacher Training
Being a recognised teacher training organisation in the field of specialist education, the DAS Academy is
one of the educational institutions in Singapore that offers fresh graduates and mid-career professionals
the opportunity to train to be specialist educational therapists through their employment. Consequently,
inexperienced candidates are trained and developed into skilled practitioners through initial training. Any
new Educational Therapist (Edt) who joins as an educational therapist with MAP has to undergo the following
training in order to be awarded a Specialist Diploma in Specific Learning Differences (SpLD):
•
•
•

3 weeks of DELA – Dyslexia and Essential Literacy Approach (DELA)
20 weeks of AET – Applied Educational Therapy (AET)
7 weeks of ECI – Enhanced Curriculum Instruction (ECI)

The AET module is largely conducted by the MAP Educational advisors and provides ongoing mentoring and
coaching for the newer staff in order to enable them to enhance their skills in meaningful ways.

The Assessment Process
Face-to-Face interview
with parents

- Specialist Support
- School and Home Strategies

Feedback from Teachers

Cognitive and Literacy
Assessment with child
- 3 hours

Written Report

Concluding with Parents
- Share results
- Suggest recommendations
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MOE-aided DAS Literacy Programme
Bursaries - MAP
DAS is grateful to MOE for providing financial
assistance to students enrolled on the MAP
programme based on certain eligibility criteria
including gross household income. From 1,452
in school year 2015, the number of students
receiving bursaries increased to 1,544 in school year
2016. This number represents about 49.9% of the
enrolment during the year.
The table below shows the distribution of bursary
students in 2016 for MAP.
Bursary %
33%

No. of Students
61

50%
70%

111
178

90%
100%
Total

296
898
1,544

Bursaries - Admissions
DAS, through donations received, provides
bursaries for students who require psychological
assessment. In FY2016-2017, 30.4% of the students
assessed received bursaries.
Bursary %
33%

No. of Students
39

50%
75%

20
6
27

90%
100%
Total

45
122
259

70%
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Specialised Educational Services
The Specialised Educational Services (SES) is a division of the DAS which aims to uncover the true strengths
of individuals with learning differences and empowering them with the necessary skills and strategies to
succeed. We do this through the many programmes that we have and strive to continually expand our
services to better meet the needs of people with learning needs better.
SES is proud to have made good progress during the year being able to achieve record heights in enrolment
while at the same time continue to make developments in teacher training and curriculum development
across all programmes.
SES Assessments
•
•
•
•

Since April 2014, all psycho-educational
assessments conducted in Singapore have come
under the purview of SES Assessments (Specialised
Educational Services division) which is aimed at
supporting both Dyslexic and the non-dyslexic
population through providing a comprehensive
range of psycho-educational assessments.
Registered educational psychologists in their
professional capacity are able to diagnose a range
of Specific Learning Differences such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Dyslexia and Dyspraxia
Dyscalculia and Dysgraphia
Attention Deficit (Hyperactivity) Disorder
Asperger’s Syndrome
Psychological and Behavioural concerns
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Childhood Development issues
Autism Spectrum Disorders
Non-Verbal difficulties
Auditory and Sensory issues
No. of Assessments and
Consultations

2016-2017

International Students
Students attending MOE Schools

18
28

Overseas

14

Adults (Post 17 years)
Preschool / Home School
Consultations

21
2
9

Specialised Educational Services
For the period from April 2016 to March 2017,
students from both the International and
Ministry of Education schools come through
for SES psychological assessments conducted
by Consulting Educational psychologist Dr Tim
Bunn. Reasons for the referrals were for exam
accommodations, ADHD, ADD, Dyslexia, Literacy
issues, Dyscalculia, Autism etc.
There were also repeat referrals for our
comprehensive psycho-assessment coming from
the International schools such as Marlborough
College (Malaysia), SJI International, Canadian
International, Australian School, Tanglin School,
United World College UWSEA, Global Indian,
Overseas Family School, ACS Barker Road,
Chatsworth International, Nexus International
School, NPS International Ministry of Education
Schools.
Overseas clients continued to come to Singapore
specifically for an SES Assessment as their home
country did not have qualified Educational
psychologists. In total, there were nine overseas
clients.
Adult Assessments
In FY2016-2017, the number of post-17 Adults
who were assessed have increased from previous
financial year’s 17. This comprised of a mixed group
of clients who were seeking a psycho-educational
assessments. A total of 21 Adults were assessed
during the year.
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Specialised Educational Services
Chinese Programme

A revised version of the semantic radical card
deck was also made available for sale at the DAS
Academy in July 2016.

The programme was started in January 2013 for
primary school students who have been diagnosed
with dyslexia. The programme has been shaped to
address the identified areas of weaknesses in the
pilot study by providing students with strategies.
The aim of the programme is to help students
become independent and inquisitive learners in the
Chinese language.
Increase in student
numbers from beginning
of school year 2016 to the
end.

Research
Two research projects were undertaken in the
financial year. The first research project investigated
the effectiveness of the Chinese programme for
dyslexics and learners who were struggling to learn
the language. A total of 51 students were involved.
The findings indicated that intervention was
effective for both dyslexics and struggling learners.

144
students

The second research project was done in
collaboration with Dr Tan Ah Hong from NIE. The
research was partially funded using the start-up
grant offered by NIE. A total of 149 students from
four neighbourhood primary schools and DAS
participated in the study on the reliability and
validity of a Chinese Literacy Assessment (CLA)
tool for school learners in Singapore. Results
showed that the orthographic awareness, word
reading and forming, spelling and copying tasks
in the CLA are reliable test items. Using one-way
ANOVA, the Chinese Literacy Assessment is valid
in differentiating students with learning difficulties
and of different ages.

90

students

To build up confidence and increased exposure in
the language, in June last year, three students from
the Chinese Programme represented DAS to take
part in the new reality-edutainment TV programme,
Young Runners “321! 前进”. The programme is coproduced by MyChinaChannel (MCC) and Marshall
Cavendish Education (MCE) in an effort to bring
back the fun in learning Mandarin. With teamwork
and perseverance, our students emerged as the first
runner-up.

Bursaries

TIPS talks were conducted for parents at three
learning centres – Bishan, Jurong Point and
Sengkang to allow parents better understand
the difficulties children with dyslexia face, and
what they could do to help their child. A parent
focus group was also conducted at Tampines
learning centre. A Hanyu Pinyin workshop was also
conducted in November 2016 for lower primary
students.

More than $35,000 was disbursed as bursary to
approximately 19.4% of our Chinese students.

Curriculum Development
The reading comprehension and semantic radical
pack was developed during the financial year.
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Bursary %
33%

No. of Students
2

50%
70%

6
7

90%
100%
Total

11
2
28

Specialised Educational Services
English Exam Skills Programme

Curriculum Development

The English Exam Skills Programme (EESP) was
established in 2013 with the goal of helping
primary school students with dyslexia achieve
in their school and Primary School Leaving
Examinations (PSLE). It consists of curriculum that
is specially designed for Primary school students
from Primary 3 to Primary 6 in both Standard and
Foundation streams. Students enrolled in the EESP
are placed in appropriate classes according to the
streams they are placed in the mainstream schools.
All EESP lessons across streams adhere to the OG
Principles by ensuring lessons are multisensory,
structured, progressive and emotionally sound.

The EESP curriculum developers used curriculum
design processes adapted from Nation and
Macalister (2010) and Richards (2001) as a guideline
to ensure that the curriculum designed and
administered is in line with the goals of the EESP.
This involves an analysis of needs and situation of
the EESP students and classroom, the planning of
the goals and learning outcomes of the EESP, the
curriculum and material design, the assessment of
the progress of students in the programme and the
evaluation of the EESP.
Research

Bursaries

The main research project carried out in 2016 was
titled “Exploring the classroom practices of the
English Exam Skills Programme for Singaporean
primary school children.” This was an exploratory
study that investigated the teaching processes
in the EESP classroom. The study has revealed
interesting findings that suggest the importance of
the way the teacher delivers the lessons of the class
on top of the designed curriculum. This suggests
the importance of maintaining the knowledge and
competence of the teacher in delivering classes.

In school year 2016, 44.7% or 68 EESP students
paid for programme fees with the help of financial
aid in the form of student bursaries. Marina Bay
Sands (MBS) has provided funding to support
student beneficiaries in the EESP. Majority of the
EESP’s student beneficiaries are also attending the
MOE-aided DAS literacy intervention programme
as a parallel support to help them overcome their
language and literacy difficulties.
Bursary %
33%

No. of Students
5

50%
70%

8
14

90%
100%
Total

39
2
68

Student Enrolment
In 2016, student enrolment was at its highest in
Term 3. Student enrolment generally increased
across the terms from 108 students in Term 1, to
125 in Term 2, and 152 in Term 3. Similar to previous
years, student enrolment drops in Term 4 because
all Primary 6 students will complete the EESP and
sit for their PSLE paper after the end of Term 3.
Student enrolment was at 98 in Term 4.
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Specialised Educational Services
Student Success Factors and Progress
The progress of the students enrolled in the EESP can be measured by their performance in their Pre Tests
and Post Tests conducted throughout the year and termly feedback from educational therapists. Results from
the Pre Tests and Post Tests throughout the year suggest that there is significant progress of students after
the EESP programme.

Evaluation of EESP

Analysis of examination needs
of learners with dyslexia/
situation in Singapore

Pre and Post tests/Teacher
feedback/Parent feedback

Planning of goals and learning
outcomes of EESP

Curriculum Design

Material Design

70
60
50
This graph shows the average
pre test and post test scores of
students across the 3 sets of tests
conducted.

40
30

Pre Test

20

Post Test

10
0

T4/15 T1/16

T2/16 T3/16

T4/16
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Specialised Educational Services
Maths Programme

in student enrolment from 225 at the beginning of
the year to 299 at the end of term 4, the students
received support for their Maths difficulties, in
addition to receiving DAS MAP remediation classes
for Dyslexia. This suggests continued growth and
expansion for the coming FY2017-2018 as the
waitlist in Term 1 2017 was at 50 students.

Launched in 2009, the SES Maths Programme
is intervention-based and aims to bridge the
gap between what students know and what the
mainstream syllabus expects them to know.
The programme has two curriculum: the Essential
Maths curriculum and Problem Sums for Upper
Primary Curriculum. The aim of the Essential Maths
curriculum is to develop conceptual understanding
of the concepts covered in the mainstream syllabus.

Bursaries
Due to financial constraints, some families are
unable to afford the non-subsidised Maths
Programme, even though they require support
additional support in Maths. The Maths Bursary
therefore helps to support students who require
further financial assistance.

The Problem Sums for Upper Primary curriculum
was designed to address the learning needs of
the Primary 5 and Primary 6 Standard Maths
students who are struggling with more complex
word problems by teaching them appropriate
heuristics. The key teaching approach behind this
curriculum is try-share-learn-apply, an approach
which is deeply rooted in social constructivism.
This approach encourages students to think about
different ways to solve the same problem and how
they can approach each problem systematically.
Curriculum Development
•
•
•

Updated Essential Maths curriculum (up to P5).
This included scope & sequence and teaching
approaches.
Updated Placement checklists (up to P5).
Completed student pack for Problem Sums for
Upper Primary curriculum.

No. of Students
10

50%
70%

8
18

90%
100%
Total

42
117
195

Number of Teachers / Therapists
DAS has 32 trained Maths Dual Specialists for the
FY2016-2017. They had completed the Certificate
in Mathematics Teaching (Primary) 120 hours which
was conducted by Marshall Cavendish from April
2016 to March 2017.

Research
•
•
•

Bursary %
33%

Non-dyslexic trial
P4 evaluation study
Problem sums strategy study

Student Enrolment
The SES Maths Programme for 2016 saw an increase
35

Specialised Educational Services
Preschool Programme
The Preschool Programme (PP) was launched
in 2006 to provide early literacy intervention to
children identified as being at risk of dyslexia.
The programme had since reached out to almost
1,600 children in Singapore. It gained the support
of NTUC INCOME in 2012 as part of their corporate
social responsibility initiative. To date, NTUC
INCOME ORANGEAID FUND supports about 20% of
pre-schoolers on board PP yearly, on intervention
and assessment costs, and continues to offer
bursaries to children from low income families.

3
194
83

Establishment of satellite classrooms
PP has established its first pilot satellite classroom
initiative in 2014, bringing early literacy
intervention into reach of children from families
of limited means and support. It has since set up a
total of 5 satellite classrooms.

Quality Assurance
PP conducts annual classroom teaching audits
including programme evaluation of student
achievement. PP programme evaluation is
published annually in retrospect.

“

PP won the NTUC Income MAY DAY Award 2016 in
recognition of its programme’s achievement and
social impact.

“

Financial Year 2016-2017
Preschool Public Screening Exercises
Total Number of Students Screened
Total Number of Sign Ups

The preschool
programme has
certainly enhanced
his learning.

Collaboration with Ngee Ann Polytechnic
PP has been involved in mentoring final year
students from Ngee Ann Polytechnics’ Diploma
in Child Psychology and Early Education course
through internship attachment. Several interns
had progressively been offered employment with
DAS PP.

~ Parent of a student from
Bishan Learning Centre.
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Specialised Educational Services
Student Enrolment

2016

Enrolment

275
•
•

Bursary Students

61 funded by Income OrangeAid Fund
35 funded by DAS

Bursary Amount

$146K
At 9 DAS Learning Centres + 2 satellite classrooms in total

Programme Reach
No. of Teachers / Therapists
• Dedicated Specialists
• Dual Specialists
• Core Specialists

5
10
2
2016-OA Supported
(Actual)

2016-DAS Supported
(Actual)

K1 Students

12

5

K2 Students

49

30

61

35

Level

Total no. of
Students

96

Talks by Preschool Programme Team
Learning Vision, Bartley Community Care
Services, PCF Sparkletots, My First Skool,
St James Church KGT, Blossom Childcare,
En Naeem Mosque

Awareness Talks teachers

7 talks

177 teachers

Awareness Talks parents

2 talks

66 parents

St Joseph Church Kindergarten
PCF Hougang

Project Talks

2 talks

21 trainee
teachers

SEED Institute trainee teachers on
assignments

Learning Journey

4 talks

121 trainee
teachers

SEED Institute (113 pax)
Advent-Link SAUC (8 pax)

Total

15 talks

385 pax
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Specialised Educational Services
Student Enrolment Numbers 2016
Term 1
Term 2
Term 3
91
107
118

Speech and Language Therapy Programme
The Dyslexia Association of Singapore (DAS)
recognises the importance of Speech and
Language Therapy in supporting children with
specific learning differences in the Singapore
mainstream school population, especially with
respect to the diagnosis of speech and language
disorders and the provision of appropriate
intervention.

Term 4
113

No. of Students on Bursary (Calendar Year 2016)
Bursary Type Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4
Tote Board
20
20
20
20
DAS funded
29
33
33
41
Total
49
53
53
61

Speech and Language Therapists at DAS focus
primarily on oral language and work on improving
listening, understanding, and speaking skills, as well
as social skills, all of which are critical components
in the development of speech and language in
children, while Educational Therapists work on
improving the children’s reading and writing
(literacy) skills which are critical to the development
of written language.

Speech and Language Assessments
The speech and language assessment assesses a
student’s speech as well as his/her receptive and
expressive language abilities. It identifies individual
speech and language strengths and weaknesses.
All the assessments done during the year were
partially funded by Tote Board. Tote Board
manages its grant making activities from the
gaming surpluses generated from the operations
of Singapore Pools and Singapore Turf Club; and
the collection of casino entry levy from the two
integrated resorts in Singapore to help vulnerable
groups and to improve the lives of all in Singapore.

Currently, DAS has four Speech-Language
Therapists, of whom two are senior therapists,
and all of which are fully registered with the Allied
Health Professions Council (AHPC). Although the
majority of their caseload includes those who
are diagnosed with dyslexia, they also work with
children who are diagnosed with various specific
learning disorders, developmental delay, and
autism spectrum disorder.

Sharing session on the overview of Dyslexia and
Speech-Language Impairment with the teaching
staff at Northlight School

The SLTs at DAS aim to remediate students’ speech,
language and communication difficulties, and
to enable them to reach their full potential in
accessing the MOE-Aided DAS Literacy programme
(MAP) at DAS, as well as the curriculum at
mainstream schools.

On 17 July 2016, Northlight School invited two DAS
SLTs, Ms Ho Shuet Lian and Ms Sharon Reutens to
conduct a sharing session on Dyslexia and SpeechLanguage Impairment during the June school
holidays.

Speech and Language Therapy Students

Although it was only an hour of sharing, the
participants had a good understanding of the
differences between Dyslexia and Speech-language
Impairment. They also learned a handful of

The students were between six and sixteen years
old and attended one-hour weekly individual or
group speech and language therapy sessions.
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Specialised Educational Services
strategies that they could use in class to facilitate
learning for students with learning differences.
The session ended with a case presentation of a
Northlight School student who had received SLT
support in school. This case piqued the interest
of the audience as many of them were seen to be
exchanging views on the case among themselves.
Professional Sharing for SALTS members
On 14 December 2016, Ms Ho Shuet Lian
conducted a professional sharing session for
members of Speech And Language Therapy
Singapore (SALTS) which represents the community
of speech-language therapists practising in
Singapore.
During the session, attendees were informed of the
numerous services offered by DAS to mainstream
local and international students with language and
learning difficulties, as well as details of upcoming
DAS events, courses and workshops.
A few attendees were pleasantly surprised by the
scope and depth of services offered by DAS. In
addition, Ms. Ho shared with them the work of DAS
SLTs, using activities and examples from the DAS
SLT clinical caseload. The event ended on a high
note with a productive idea-sharing session.
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Speech and Drama Arts Programme
DAS recognises Speech and Drama Arts as an
effective means of developing students’ talents
and self-confidence, which in turn can lead to a
more positive self-concept for a student. The goal
is to provide an outlet for students to express
themselves, their inner feelings and emotions and
to demonstrate their talents in a fun and artistic way.
The two main focus of the Speech and Drama Arts
Programme is to develop the students’ language
skills such as reading, writing, speaking and listening
through structured curriculum. The next is to use
drama techniques to enhance the social-emotional
development of the students.

Quality Assurance
The SDA programme ensures and evaluates its
quality based on the following:

Curriculum
Under the Speech and Drama Arts programme,
there are four individual modular based
programmes catering to different age groups.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Drama, Music and Movement for ages 5-6 years
Creative Drama Programme for ages 7-8 years
Literacy Through Drama for ages 9-12 years
Drama In Education for ages 13-14

Bursaries

Currently, the team are developing Drama In
Education curriculum to cater to secondary students.

In school year 2016, about 51% of the student
enrolment required financial assistance to access
the programme.

Student Enrolment
In 2016, SDA closed the year with 45 students.
Student Enrolment Numbers 2016
Term 1
Term 2
Term 3
40
42
47

Placement of students
Evaluation of students’ progress
Quality of curriculum and lesson plans
Teaching quality of drama instructors
Parents’ feedback
Students’ feedback

Term 4
45

40

Bursary %
33%

No. of Students
1

50%

3

90%
100%
Total

16
3
23

DAS Academy
Strategic Direction and Programme Management

assessments and intervention to provide adult
learners with an applied learning experience.

Formerly the training arm of the Dyslexia
Association of Singapore (DAS), DAS Academy is
now a Private Education Institution (PEI) registered
with the Council for Private Education (CPE) since
2010.

Through support from funding bodies, DAS
Academy strives to make courses more accessible
to community partners and stakeholders who will
benefit from SpLD training.

As Singapore began to respond to the vision of
an inclusive society in 2004, the desire to create
an inclusive learning environment in schools
grew, and the demand for special needs training
subsequently followed. DAS Academy responded
by increasing the repertoire and depth of special
needs courses offered. This move necessitated
registration with the CPE.

With course objectives and outcomes aligned to
the core competency roadmap outlined by Social
Services Institute (SSI), some of the certificate
courses have received support for funding.
VWO-Charities Capability Fund
Voluntary Welfare Organisations (VWOs) working
with clients with SpLD can benefit from training
by tapping on the VWO-Charities Capability Fund
(VCF). This will enhance partnership between
VWOs and create a collaborative approach towards
caregiving.

DAS Academy currently specialises in training for
teachers and professionals and empowers them to
support children with specific learning differences
(SpLD). The DAS Academy’s courses provide a multidisciplinary perspective of SpLDs, tapping into
the perspectives and experiences of educational
therapists, psychologists and speech therapists at
the DAS.

Caregivers Training Grant
Additionally, the Caregivers Training Grant (CTG)
administered by the Agency of Integrated Care
(AIC) has made parent workshops more attainable
for caregivers who need to build capabilities to

The DAS Academy also draws on DAS’ 25 years
of rich heritage of providing specialist dyslexia
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better support their children with SpLD at home.

the UK Quality Code: Managing Higher Education
Provision with Others.

DAS Academy operates in this niche but captive
market. DAS Academy is a key training provider
for SpLD training in mainstream, international and
special schools. Currently, the DAS Academy offers a
wide range of courses. Practical workshops provide
quick strategies, specialist diplomas provide a
comprehensive blend of theory and practice and
academic postgraduate masters aim to transform
seasoned practitioners into domain experts.

The University is also subject to periodic review
by the Quality Assurance Agency, the most recent
review being in 2015, which the DAS Academy
has participated in. The outcome of the review is
that the panel is fully satisfied with the quality of
partnership.
Operating Revenue

Council for Private Education

DAC’s revenue come mainly from diploma
programmes, the master programme, certificates
and workshops respectively.

The programmes at the DAS Academy are
registered with the CPE and come under the
purview of four panellists in the Academic and
Examination Board. The Academic Board and
Examination Board convene three times a year to
ensure adherence to high quality training services.
Issues pertaining to these are raised during the
meetings:
•
•
•
•

Workshop Other Income
2%
6%

Certificate
19%

Approval of new modules introduced
Confirmation of provisional grades of existing
modules
Evaluation of existing modules
Teaching and learning practices

Masters
28%

DAS Academy Programmes
For a decade, the DAS Academy has been tasked
by the Ministry of Education to deliver the
Diploma in Special Education (Dyslexia) to their
Allied Educators. The Masters of Arts in Special
Educational Needs (MA SEN), offered by DAS
Academy, in collaboration with the University of
South Wales is a platform for seasoned educators
to develop themselves as domain experts in this
sector.
In addition, as a partner institution of the USW, the
DAS Academy follows the delivery systems and
processes at USW, with reference to Chapter B10 of
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Diploma
45%

DAS International
Strategic Direction and Programme Management

students, under the specialist tutoring one to one
programme.

Since its inception in 2011 DAS International
has sought to support the Singaporean and the
expatriate community as well as the diverse
International community of students with Specific
learning differences in the ASEAN region, through
offering a comprehensive and wide range of
psychological assessment services and through
Specialist Tutoring which recently included an
online Skype tutoring trial as well as consultancy
services.

In consultation with DAS Educational psychologists,
communication with the school’s learning support
and parents are important factors that contribute
to the successful remediation provided through
Specialist tutoring in supporting students.
This process which was adapted from
Bronfenbrenners’ Ecological Framework (1970)
therefore defines and differentiates Specialist
tutoring from other group of one to one
remediation programmes.

The financial period April 2016 to March 2017 was
marked by continued efforts to reintroduce DAS
International Specialist Tutoring in Singapore,
which is now been streamlined with a focus for
2017 on building Specialist tutoring in Singapore
and awareness for SpLD (Specific Learning
Differences) through like- minded organisations
in South & South East Asia and using DAS
International as a platform.

Teacher Training
DAS International Specialist Tutors are highly
trained in their area of expertise with a formal
degree and professional qualifications in Specific
Learning Differences, some up to the Masters level.
They are experienced in the international, private
and public school systems.

Specialist Tutoring is an individualised programme
offered by DAS International a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the Dyslexia Association of
Singapore. Specialist Tutoring aims to support
both the International and Ministry of Education

The Specialist Tutors aim to provide a total solution
with an Individualised Education Plan (IEP) to
support each child’s needs. In addition, ongoing
professional development for Specialist Teachers
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was formalised in March 2016 with the introduction of a new training pathway to meet the diverse needs of
students on Specialist tutoring.
Outreach Efforts

In total, 14 outreach efforts were achieved through ongoing meetings, awareness talks and
sharing with the heads of department and learning support. These outreach efforts will continue
for the upcoming year with a focus on more awareness talks on Specific Learning Differences at
International Schools.
International Schools

Awareness Talks

Global Indian (East)

a
a
a

Global Indian (West)
Marlborough College

Information Sharing

Meeting with Learning
Support

a
a

SJI International
ACS International

a
a

a

Canadian International School

a
a

Tanglin School
United World College

a
a

ACS Barker Road

a
a

Student Enrolment
International School
Students

Ministry of Education
School Students

Average Number of
Students

No. of Tutoring Hours

60%

40%

37

1,322
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DAS Events
UnITE SpLD Conference
The second UnITE SpLD Conference was held on
23 June 2016 at the Lifelong Learning Institute.
The theme was “Research Worth Sharing” with
international and DAS presenters sharing their
research in the area of Specific Learning Difficulties.
Some of the topics include Strengths in Dyslexia,
the educator’s role in developing the potential of
individuals with dyslexia, reading and spelling gains
in Singaporean students after a year of intervention
and moving forward with dyslexia support in
Singapore.
In all a total of 28 presentations occurred on the
day, each delivered in short, engaging sessions that
left the audience with the latest research from in
the Asian region.
The conference ended with a panel discussion,
“Dyslexia in the 21st Century”. The panellists were
Dr Angela Fawcett, Dr Tan Wah Pheow, Dr Akira
Uno and Lee Siang, who represent the different of
dyslexia.
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DAS 25th Anniversary Carnival
DAS celebrated its 25th Anniversary in 2016 through several activities. One of the main events was a carnival
organised in the heartlands - Toa Payoh Hub Atrium. The carnival was held on 8 October 2016 as part of a
year-long celebration.
At the Carnival, besides fun and games, DAS was showcased to the public to help raise much needed awareness
of Dyslexia. There were several information booths with games for the public to learn about dyslexia.
Students, staff and guests performers presented items that ranged from modern motivational dances, Fit-jam
exercise moves, football juggling, colorful folk dances, mesmerising hit songs to harmonious alto hits.
The public also got to write their well-wishes for DAS on a pledge wall.
The Toa Payoh Hub Atrium was the perfect venue that drew the weekend crowds to the colourful, innovative
and informative displays and educational games at the Carnival.
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DAS Events
Learning Centre Events

PAWS for Reading in partnership with SOSD

For FY 2016, DAS went beyond the classroom and
organised activities for the children. These activities
had the following objectives:

On 16 December 2016, DAS students get to enjoy
a starry night with cute doggies while they learn to
overcome their fear of reading aloud.

•
•
•

PAWS for Reading was an initiative that espoused
the many benefits of Animal Therapy. Children with
dyslexia who were shy or fearful of reading aloud
had the opportunity to do so in the presence of a
friendly, well-trained and non-judgemental canine
companion.

To build confidence and self-esteem.
Provide opportunities to unravel hidden talents.
Form a sense of camaraderie amongst the
students and promote socialisation skills.

F-17 Football Academy

In partnership with Save our Street Dogs (SOSD),
the dogs were therapeutically trained and provided
much happiness and solace for the children. PAWS
for Reading was carried out over several sessions at
various vicinities, including Ren Ci Hospital, Marina
Barrage and Punggol Park. Reading could be done
in a safe, friendly environment and children were
particularly receptive as the usual, daily stresses of
reading (usually encountered in school classrooms)
was taken away; and replaced by much joy and verve.

The third event was held with F-17 Football Academy.
The academy was founded by Fandi Ahmad, and
under the guidance and instruction of elite coaches,
the students were given opportunities to refine their
sporting techniques and excel outside the academic
realm.
These events were concluded with much success
and joy. Not only did the students gain from these
experiences, but parents , volunteers and partners
alike, reaped the rewards of witnessing our dyslexic
children gain confidence, build friendships and widen
their perspective of life, beyond the walls of the
classroom.

Visit to the Zoo with Discovery Channel Network
In partnership with Discovery Channel Network, a visit
to the zoo was organised for DAS students. It was a
great day out for the children as the excursion allowed
them to form new friendships with students from
various learning centres, and provided a release from
the stresses of school and homework.
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DAS Student Graduation

During the ceremony, DAS also gave out three
awards for its MAP Educational Therapists of the
year. The award was a tribute to the invaluable
service provided by Educational Therapists to
enable learners to succeed in their literacy efforts.
The selection of the winners were through
nominations by fellow colleagues.

On 26 November 2016, the DAS Student
Graduation and Awards Ceremony was held at the
Kallang Theatre. Dr Janil Puthucheary, Minister
of State, Ministry of Education, was the guest-ofhonour for the event. DAS Patron, Mrs Goh Chok
Tong also graced the event.
There were 216 graduands from the MOE-aided
DAS Literacy Programme (MAP) as well as other
DAS Special Achievement Awards and Young
Achiever Award winners who have demonstrated
exceptionally high levels of commitment and
determination in their pursuit of success in Sport,
Arts or simply All Round Excellence.
The ceremony highlighted the successes and
achievements of the students in their academic
performance and also their strength and resilience
to improve and overcome their learning difference.
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Speech and Drama Arts Programme
Performance - Shakespeare 400
On 22 November 2016, the Speech and Drama Arts
(SDA) Programme team organised a performance
titled “Shakespeare 400” to celebrate the 400th
death anniversary of the great playwright William
Shakespeare.
The performance was held at MDIS auditorium
and attended by over 200 people, including family
members of the young SDA performers.
The performers worked very hard in preparation
for the performance and their talents shone on the
stage during the actual day. The play was overall a
resounding success and many parents praised the
efforts of the teachers and students.

Preschool Seminar
The fifth Preschool Seminar was held on 18 March
2017 at the Lifelong Learning Institute, with over
250 attendees.
Participants had the choice of two workshops
from a line up of Educational Technology,
Executive Functioning, Interactive Reading and
Developing Speech and Language in young
learners. There were two keynote presentations,
Readiness for School and Facilitating Better Social
Communication.
The Preschool seminar was sponsored exclusively
by Income OrangeAid. OrangeAid is Income’s
community development and involvement arm.
OrangeAid works with community partners
through social investment in programmes that
contribute to securing the future of children and
youth from disadvantaged circumstances.
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DAS Fundraising
Jimmy Daruwalla Fund

Youth For Causes Project

To honour the memory of our late President, Dr
Jimmy Daruwalla, the Dyslexia Association of
Singapore together with his family members set up
a Jimmy Daruwalla fund (JD Fund) to remember
him in a positive way and to show just how much
he meant to us.

For the 4th year running, DAS has been an active
participant in the Youth for Causes (YFC) jointly
organised by Citibank and YMCA Singapore.
The teams championed the cause of DAS through
fundraising and public awareness activities held
during the period of June to August 2016, mainly
through street sales selling unique merchandise
and distributing DAS flyers to the public.

A total of approximately S$514,000 had been raised
to-date for the Fund, of which about $406,000 was
raised through the Charity dinner that was held
on the 21 October 2016 and about $108,000 was
through DAS’ Pledge Card Campaign from the
period from 15 July 2016 to 15 September 2016.
The funds will be used to support:
•

Capability building for staff:
To fund PhD programmes for selected DAS
teachers/lecturers. This is to enhance the
teaching capability of DAS in Singapore and the
region.

•

Scholarship for students with dyslexia
Scholarship for top students in tertiary
education (Poly / ITE). They must hail from lower
income families.

Through this project, funds raised not only helped
provide education for students with dyslexia
but the teams had also picked up valuable
management skills along the way and found
meaning in community service.
This laudable, never-say-die spirit of the students
was what stood out in this campaign and the teams
raised a total of $28,370.
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OCBC Cycle Gives Back
OCBC Cycle supports the underprivileged through
The Business Times Cycle of Hope. The event was
held on 1st and 2nd October 2016. The event aims
to create awareness and raise funds to support
selected charity partners.
The Dyslexia Association of Singapore is privileged
to be selected as one of their charity partners.
OCBC Cycle participants volunteer to impart cycling
as a valuable skill set for five of our DAS students
aged 10 to 12, who do not know how to cycle
during a pre-event practice.
DAS 25th Charity Dinner

The bicycles that they rode on during the training
sessions were presented to the DAS Student as gifts
after their practice.

As part of DAS’ 25th anniversary celebrations,
a Charity Dinner was held on 21 October 2016.
Funds raised from the dinner were contributed to
the “Jimmy Daruwalla Fund”. Dr Jimmy Daruwalla,
founding President of DAS passed away on 6 July
2016. Dr Daruwalla’s dedication has contributed
immensely to the growth of DAS.

Thanks to OCBC, a total of $10,858 were raised for
the DAS at this event.

The guest of honour for the dinner was Ms Low Yen
Ling, Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Education
and Ministry of Trade and Industry, Mayor, South
West CDC.
In his speech for the night, Mr Lee Siang, Chief
Executive Officer said that DAS will look forward to
the continuing support of MOE, donors and staff
members to help DAS achieve its goal of providing
a truly comprehensive and holistic range of
programmes for its clients.
There was also a auction for a signed copy of the
late Founding Prime Minister, Mr Lee Kuan Yew’s
book titled “My Lifelong Challenge” during the
event. Mr Kevin Kwee won the book with a bid of
$11,000, all proceeds going to DAS.
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Major Donations
Listed below are the major donations, not including donations to the Jimmy Daruwalla Fund, that DAS has
received during FY2016-2017 to fund DAS programmes.
Organisation / Events

Amount Donated (SGD)

Income OrangeAid (For Preschool Programme)

11,311

Singapore Totalisator Board (For Speech and Language Therapy)

117,871

Keppel Charity Golf

91,889

Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd (For English Exam Skills and Maths Programme)

60,000

President’s Challenge

57,000

Youth For Causes and Ad-Hoc Events 2016

48,966

OCBC Cycle 2016 / OCBC Roadshow

10,858
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
Unrestricted
Note
Funds

Group
INCOME
Income from generated funds
Voluntary income
Activities for generating funds
Investment income
Income from charitable activities

3
4
5
6

Total Income
EXPENDITURES
Costs of generating funds
Voluntary income
Cost of resource books sold
Charitable activities
Governance costs
Total expenditures
Net income
Gross transfers between funds
Gross transfer from funds
Gross transfer to funds

7
7
8

Restricted
Funds

Total
2017

Total
2016

$

$

$

$

1,005,951
5,934
20,177,303

1,048,042
320,382
-

2,053,993
5,934
320,382
20,177,303

3,104,537
4,988
177,309
19,364,483

21,189,188

1,368,424

22,557,612

22,651,317

128,359
2,692
20,634,374
55,883

22,415
4,334
-

150,774
2,692
20,638,708
55,883

144,575
11,334
19,207,245
37,443

20,821,308

26,749

20,848,057

19,400,597

367,880

1,341,675

1,709,555

3,250,720

145,978

(145,978)
-

145,978

(145,978)

(145,978) 1,120,501
145,978 (1,120,501)
-

-

Net movement in funds

513,858

1,195,697

1,709,555

3,250,720

Reconciliation of funds
Total funds brought forward

814,882

10,843,805

11,658,687

8,407,967

1,328,740

12,039,502

13,368,242

11,658,687

Total funds carried forward

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017

Association
INCOME
Income from generated funds
Voluntary income
Investment income
Income from charitable activities

Unrestricted
Note
Funds
$
3
5
6

Restricted
Funds

Total
2017

Total
2016

$

$

$

1,002,637
19,504,570

1,048,042
320,382
-

2,050,679
320,382
19,504,570

3,098,324
177,309
18,756,527

20,507,207

1,368,424

21,875,631

22,032,160

128,359
20,117,362
44,292

22,415
4,334
-

150,774
20,121,696
44,292

144,575
18,703,573
24,483

20,290,013

26,749

20,316,762

18,872,631

217,194
-

1,341,675
50,000

1,558,869
50,000

3,159,529
-

Net income

217,194

1,391,675

1,608,869

3,159,529

Gross transfers between funds
Gross transfer from funds
Gross transfer to funds

296,664

(296,664)
-

296,664

(296,664)

-

-

Net movement in funds

513,858

1,095,011

1,608,869

3,159,529

Reconciliation of funds
Total funds brought forward

814,882

10,446,453

11,261,335

8,101,806

1,328,740

11,541,464

12,870,204

11,261,335

Total Income
EXPENDITURES
Cost of generating funds
Voluntary income
Charitable activities
Governance costs

7
8

Total expenditures
Net income before return of
grant
Return of grant by a subsidiary

Total funds carried forward

25

(296,664) 1,029,310
296,664 (1,029,310)

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
BALANCE SHEETS
AS AT 31 MARCH 2017
Group
Note

Current assets
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Investments in financial assets
Cash and bank balances

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

8,665
2,005,190
1,155,932
13,229,225

7,381
2,229,564
1,155,932
10,246,772

1,928,227
1,155,932
12,742,616

2,170,014
1,155,932
9,892,577

16,399,012

13,639,649

15,826,775

13,218,523

593,644
2,541,125

903,140
2,794,250

552,868
2,541,125

836,005
2,794,250

3,134,769

3,697,390

3,093,993

3,630,255

19,533,781

17,337,039

18,920,768

16,848,778

3,578,198
2,534,245
53,096

3,192,652
2,431,903
53,797

3,660,394
2,337,074
53,096

3,260,614
2,273,032
53,797

6,165,539

5,678,352

6,050,564

5,587,443

Net current assets

10,233,473

7,961,297

9,776,211

7,631,080

Total assets less current
liabilities

13,368,242

11,658,687

12,870,204

11,261,335

814,882
513,858

814,882
-

814,882
513,858

814,882
-

1,328,740

814,882

1,328,740

814,882

20

11,723,725

10,526,317

11,225,687

10,128,965

21

270,585

272,160

270,585

272,160

22
23

8,987
36,205

9,123
36,205

8,987
36,205

9,123
36,205

Total restricted funds

12,039,502

10,843,805

11,541,464

10,446,453

Total funds

13,368,242

11,658,687

12,870,204

11,261,335

Non-current assets
Plant and equipment
Investments in financial assets

9
10
11
12

2017
$

13
11

Total assets
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Other liabilities
Deposits received

Funds
Unrestricted Funds
General Fund
Jimmy Daruwalla Fund

Restricted Funds
Education Fund
Roshen Daruwalla Trust
Fund
Parent-Teacher Group
Fund
Library Fund

15
16
17

18
19

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
Group
Note
Operating activities
Net income

2017
$

2016
$

1,709,555

3,250,720

517,897
9,663
4,258
(205)
(320,496)

691,116
13,185
322
(330)
(177,423)

1,920,672

3,777,590

(1,284)
242,631
385,546
102,342
(701)

11,084
374,923
720,977
14,601
(1,470)

2,649,206

4,897,705

(212,659)
205
(250,625)
500,000
(5,500,000)
296,326

(482,887)
330
(1,032,000)
183,950
375,881
256,841

Net cash flows used in investing activities

(5,166,753)

(697,885)

Financing activity
Placement of short-term deposit - restricted

(114)

(114)

Net cash flows used in financing activity

(114)

(114)

(2,517,661)

4,199,706

6,985,672

2,785,966

4,468,011

6,985,672

Adjustments for:
Depreciation of plant and equipment
Allowance for doubtful debts
Plant and equipment written off
Gain on disposal of plant and equipment
Interest and dividend income

13
10
8
6
4,5

Operating cash flows before changes in working
capital
(Increase)/decrease in inventories
Decrease in trade and other receivables
Increase in trade and other payables
Increase in other liabilities
Decrease in deposits received
Net cash flows generated from operating activities
Investing activities
Purchase of plant and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of plant and equipment
Purchase of financial assets
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets
(Placement)/maturity of short-term deposit
Interest and dividend income received

13
11

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of
the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the
year

12

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
Association
Note
Operating activities
Net income before return of grant
Adjustments for:
Depreciation of plant and equipment
Allowance for doubtful debts
Plant and equipment written off
Gain on disposal of plant and equipment
Interest and dividend income

13
10
8
6
5

Operating cash flows before changes in working
capital
Decrease in trade and other receivables
Increase in trade and other payables
Increase in other liabilities
Decrease in deposits received
Net cash flows generated from operating activities
Investing activities
Purchase of plant and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of plant and equipment
Purchase of financial assets
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets
(Placement)/maturity of short-term deposit
Return of grant by a subsidiary
Interest and dividend income received

13
11

25

Net cash flows used in investing activities
Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash
equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of
the year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

12

2017
$

2016
$

1,558,869

3,159,529

478,605
9,021
3,738
(205)
(320,382)

635,724
13,185
311
(330)
(177,309)

1,729,646

3,631,110

260,686
399,780
64,042
(701)

435,788
861,934
528
(1,470)

2,453,453

4,927,890

(199,206)
205
(250,625)
500,000
(5,500,000)
50,000
296,212

(481,052)
330
(1,032,000)
183,950
375,881
256,727

(5,103,414)

(696,164)

(2,649,961)

4,231,726

6,677,021

2,445,295

4,027,060

6,677,021

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES – SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
Unrestricted Funds

Group

Note

General
Fund

Jimmy
Daruwalla
Fund

$

$

Restricted Funds

Subtotal

Education
Fund

Roshen
Daruwalla
Trust
Fund

ParentTeacher
Group Fund

Library Fund

Subtotal

Total 2017

Total 2016

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

INCOME
Income from generated
funds
Voluntary income
Activities for generating
funds
Investment income
Income from charitable
activities

3

492,093

513,858

1,005,951

1,048,042

-

-

-

1,048,042

2,053,993

3,104,537

4
5

5,934
-

-

5,934
-

317,759

2,623

-

-

320,382

5,934
320,382

4,988
177,309

6

20,177,303

-

20,177,303

-

-

-

-

-

20,177,303

19,364,483

20,675,330

513,858

21,189,188

1,365,801

2,623

-

-

1,368,424

22,557,612

22,651,317

7

128,359

-

128,359

22,415

-

-

-

22,415

150,774

144,575

7

2,692

-

2,692

-

-

-

-

-

2,692

11,334

8

20,634,374

-

20,634,374

-

4,198

136

-

4,334

20,638,708

19,207,245

Governance costs

55,883

-

55,883

-

-

-

-

-

55,883

37,443

Total expenditures

20,821,308

-

20,821,308

22,415

4,198

136

-

26,749

20,848,057

19,400,597

(145,978)

513,858

367,880

1,343,386

(1,575)

(136)

-

1,341,675

1,709,555

3,250,720

Total income
EXPENDITURES
Cost of generating funds
Voluntary income
Cost of resource books
sold
Charitable activities

Net income/(expenditure)
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES – SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017

Unrestricted Funds

Group

General
Fund

Jimmy
Daruwalla
Fund

$

$

Restricted Funds

Subtotal

Education
Fund

Roshen
Daruwalla
Trust
Fund

ParentTeacher
Group Fund

Library
Fund

Subtotal

Total 2017

Total 2016

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Gross transfer between
funds
Gross transfer from funds

-

-

-

(145,978)

-

-

-

(145,978)

(145,978)

1,120,501

145,978

-

145,978

-

-

-

-

-

145,978

(1,120,501)

145,978

-

145,978

(145,978)

-

-

-

(145,978)

-

-

-

513,858

513,858

1,197,408

(1,575)

(136)

-

1,195,697

1,709,555

3,250,720

Total funds brought forward

814,882

-

814,882

10,526,317

272,160

9,123

36,205

10,843,805

11,658,687

8,407,967

Total funds carried forward

814,882

513,858

1,328,740

11,723,725

270,585

8,987

36,205

12,039,502

13,368,242

11,658,687

Gross transfer to funds

Net movement in funds

Reconciliation of funds

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES – SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
Unrestricted Funds

Association

Note

General
Fund

Jimmy
Daruwalla
Fund

$

$

Restricted Funds

Subtotal

Education
Fund

Roshen
Daruwalla
Trust
Fund

ParentTeacher
Group Fund

Library
Fund

Subtotal

Total 2017

Total 2016

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

INCOME
Income from generated funds
Voluntary income
Investment income
Income from charitable
activities

3

488,779

513,858

1,002,637

1,048,042

-

-

-

1,048,042

2,050,679

3,098,324

5

-

-

-

317,759

2,623

-

-

320,382

320,382

177,309

6

19,504,570

-

19,504,570

-

-

-

-

-

19,504,570

18,756,527

19,993,349

513,858

20,507,207

1,365,801

2,623

-

-

1,368,424

21,875,631

22,032,160

Total income

EXPENDITURES
Cost of generating funds
Voluntary income

7

128,359

-

128,359

22,415

-

-

-

22,415

150,774

144,575

Charitable activities

8

20,117,362

-

20,117,362

-

4,198

136

-

4,334

20,121,696

18,703,573

Governance costs

44,292

-

44,292

-

-

-

-

-

44,292

24,483

Total expenditures

20,290,013

-

20,290,013

22,415

4,198

136

-

26,749

20,316,762

18,872,631

(296,664)

513,858

217,194

1,343,386

(1,575)

(136)

-

1,341,675

1,558,869

3,159,529

-

-

-

50,000

-

-

-

50,000

50,000

-

(296,664)

513,858

217,194

1,393,386

(1,575)

(136)

-

1,391,675

1,608,869

3,159,529

Net income/(expenditure)
before return of grant
Return of grant by a
subsidiary
Net income/(expenditure)

25
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES – SUPPLEMENTARY SCHEDULES
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017

Unrestricted Funds

Association

General
Fund

Jimmy
Daruwalla
Fund

$

$

Restricted Funds

Subtotal

Education
Fund

Roshen
Daruwalla
Trust Fund

ParentTeacher
Group Fund

Library
Fund

Subtotal

Total 2017

Total 2016

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Gross transfer between funds
Gross transfer from funds

-

-

-

(296,664)

-

-

-

(296,664)

(296,664)

1,029,310

296,664

-

296,664

-

-

-

-

-

296,664

(1,029,310)

296,664

-

296,664

(296,664)

-

-

-

(296,664)

-

-

-

513,858

513,858

1,096,722

(1,575)

(136)

-

1,095,011

1,608,869

3,159,529

Total funds brought forward

814,882

-

814,882

10,128,965

272,160

9,123

36,205

10,446,453

11,261,335

8,101,806

Total funds carried forward

814,882

513,858

1,328,740

11,225,687

270,585

8,987

36,205

11,541,464

12,870,204

11,261,335

Gross transfer to funds

Net movement in funds

Reconciliation of funds

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
These notes form an integral part of and should be read in conjunction with the accompanying
financial statements.
1.

GENERAL
The Association is registered in the Republic of Singapore under the Societies Act,
Chapter 311. It is an Institution of Public Character (IPC) and a registered charity under
the Singapore Charities Act, Chapter 37.
The Association functions as a world class organisation dedicated to helping dyslexic
people and those with specific learning differences in Singapore. The principal activities
of the subsidiaries are disclosed in Note 14.
The registered office is located at 1 Jurong West Central 2, #05-01 Jurong Point
Singapore 648886. The Association has thirteen learning centres.
The financial statements for the reporting year ended 31 March 2017 were approved and
authorised for issue by the Executive Committee on the date indicated in the Statement
by the Executive Committee.

2.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(I)

Basis of preparation
The financial statements, which are expressed in Singapore Dollar, have been prepared
in accordance with the provisions of the Societies Act, Chapter 311 (the “Societies Act”),
Charities Act, Chapter 37 and other relevant regulations (the “Charities Act and
Regulations”) and Charities Accounting Standard (“CAS”). The accounting policies of the
Association are consistent with the requirements of the CAS and are applied consistently
to similar transactions, other events and conditions. The financial statements have been
prepared under the historical cost convention, except where a CAS requires an
alternative treatment (such as fair values) as disclosed and where appropriate in these
financial statements.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with CAS requires management to
exercise its judgement in the process of applying the Association's accounting policies. It
also requires the use of accounting estimates and assumptions that affect the reported
amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and contingent
liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported amounts of revenues
and expenses during the reporting year. Although these estimates are based on
management's best knowledge of current events and actions, actual results may
ultimately differ from those estimates.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
2.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)

(II)

Significant accounting policies

(a)

Currency Translation
Functional and Presentation currency
Items included in the financial statements of each entity in the Group are measured using
the currency of the primary economic environment in which the entities operate (the
"functional currency"). The consolidated financial statements are presented in Singapore
Dollars ("$"), which is the Association's functional and presentation currency, as it best
reflects the economic substance of the underlying events and circumstances relevant to
the Association.
Transactions and balances
Transactions in a currency other than the functional currency (“foreign currency”) are
translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates at the dates of the
transactions. Currency translation differences from the settlement of such transactions
and from the translation at year-end exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies at the closing rates at the end of the financial period
are recognised in the statements of financial activities.

(b)

Consolidation
The Association consolidates the subsidiaries it controls. ‘Control’ is the power to govern
the financial and operating policies of an entity in order to obtain benefits from its
activities. Control is exercised through trusteeship. The benefit element of control is met
where the purposes of the parent charity and its subsidiary charities are concurrent. The
activities of the subsidiaries contribute to the purposes and aims of the parent charity and
to benefit the parent charity’s beneficiaries.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, transactions, balances and unrealised
gains on transactions between the Association and the subsidiaries are eliminated.
The consolidated financial statements include the financial statements of the Association
and its subsidiaries made up to the end of the reporting year.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
2.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)

(II)

Significant accounting policies (Cont’d)

(c)

Fund Accounting
Fund balances restricted by outside sources are so indicated and are distinguished from
unrestricted funds allocated to specific purposes, if any, by action of the Executive
Committee. Externally restricted funds may only be utilised in accordance with the
purposes established by the source of such funds and are in contrast with unrestricted
funds over which the Executive Committee retains full control to use in achieving any of
its institutional purposes. Common expenses, if any, are allocated on a reasonable basis
to the funds based on a method most suitable to that common expense.
General Fund – This fund is for general purposes of the Association. The assets of the
general fund comprise all the net assets of the Association, not allocated to the other
specific funds.

(d)

Revenue recognition
Revenue excludes related goods and services taxes, rebates and discounts. Revenue is
recognised as follows:

(i)

Tuition, assessment and workshop fees are recognised over the period of
instruction.

(ii)

Membership subscriptions are recognised over the period of the subscription.
Life membership subscriptions are recognised when they are received.

(iii)

Revenues including donations, gifts, grants and other fund raising activities are
recognised where there is (a) entitlement (b) certainty and (c) sufficient reliability
of measurement. These are voluntary donations. Because of the nature of these
donations, it is impractical to recognise them until the receipts are received.
Grants in recognition of specific expenses are recognised as income over the
periods necessary to match them with the related costs that they are intended to
compensate, on a systematic basis.

(iv)

Revenue from sale of resource books are recognised upon the transfer of
significant risks and rewards of ownership of the resource to the customer,
which generally coincides with delivery and acceptance of the resource books
sold.

(v)

Dividend income is recognised when the right to receive payment is established.

(vi)

Interest income is recognised on a time proportion basis using the effective
interest method.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
2.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)

(II)

Significant accounting policies (Cont’d)

(e)

Expenditures
All expenditures are classified under headings that aggregate all costs related to that
activity.
Cost of Generating Funds
The cost of generating funds are those costs attributable to generating income for the
Group, other than those costs incurred in undertaking charitable activities in furtherance
of the Group’s objects.
Charitable Activities
Expenditure on charitable activities comprises all costs incurred in the pursuit of the
charitable objects of the Group. Those costs, where not wholly attributable, are
apportioned between the categories of charitable expenditure. The total costs of each
category of charitable expenditure therefore include an apportionment of support cost,
where possible.
Governance Costs
Governance costs include the costs of governance arrangements, which relate to the
general running of the Group as opposed to the direct management functions inherent in
generating funds, service delivery and programme or project work. Expenditure on the
governance of the charity will normally include both direct and related support costs
which include internal and external audit, apportioned manpower costs and general costs
in supporting the governance activities, legal advice for governing board members, and
costs associated with constitutional and statutory requirements.

(f)

Plant and equipment
Plant and equipment are initially recognised at cost and subsequently carried at cost less
accumulated depreciation.
The cost of an item of plant and equipment initially recognised includes its purchase price
and any cost that is directly attributable to bringing the asset to the location and condition
necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management.
Depreciation on plant and equipment is calculated using the straight-line method to
allocate their depreciable amounts over their estimated useful lives as follows:
Useful lives
3 years
5 years
5 years

Equipment and furniture
Renovation
Software

The residual values, estimated useful lives and depreciation method of plant and
equipment are reviewed, and adjusted as appropriate, at the end of each balance sheet
date.
Fully depreciated assets still in use are retained in the financial statements.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
2.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)

(II)

Significant accounting policies (Cont’d)

(g)

Financial assets and financial liabilities
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised and initially measured at the
transaction price (including transaction costs except in the initial measurement of
financial assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value through profit or loss).
All receivables are on the basis of agreed credit terms and do not bear interest unless
stated otherwise. Interest bearing receivables are not subsequently measured at
amortised cost using the effective interest method. At the end of each reporting period,
the carrying amounts of trade and other receivables are reviewed to determine whether
there is any objective evidence that the amounts are not recoverable. If so, an
impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or loss. Trade payables are
obligations on the basis of normal credit terms and do not bear interest. Interest bearing
liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
method.
Investments in quoted shares and debt securities are initially recognised at the
transaction price and subsequently measured at cost. For disclosure purposes these
investments measured at fair value which is is determined using the quoted bid price at
the reporting date.

(h)

Operating Lease
Leases of assets in which a significant portion of the risks and rewards of ownership are
retained by the lessor are classified as operating lease. Payments made under operating
lease are taken to the statements of financial activities on a straight-line basis over the
year of the lease. When an operating lease is terminated before the lease period has
expired, any payment required to be made to the lessor by way of penalty is recognised
as an expense in the year in which termination takes place.

(i)

Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost is determined on
a first-in, first-out basis. Cost includes all costs of purchase and other costs incurred in
bringing the inventories to their present location and condition. Net realisable value is the
estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business, less the cost of completion and
selling expenses.

(j)

Income Tax
The Association and its subsidiaries are approved charities under the Charities Act,
Chapter 37 and under the Income Tax Act, Chapter 134. Accordingly, the entities are
exempt from income tax.
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
2.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONT’D)

(II)

Significant accounting policies (Cont’d)

(k)

Employee benefits
Contributions to defined contribution retirement benefit plans are recorded as an
expense as they fall due. The entity's legal or constructive obligation is limited to the
amount that it agrees to contribute to an independently administered fund such as the
Central Provident Fund in Singapore. For employee leave entitlement the expected cost
of short-term employee benefits in the form of compensated absences is recognised in
the case of accumulating compensated absences, when the employees render service
that increases their entitlement to future compensated absences; and in the case of nonaccumulating compensated absences, when the absences occur. A liability for bonuses
is recognised where the entity is contractually obliged or where there is constructive
obligation based on past practice.

3.

INCOME FROM GENERATED FUNDS – VOLUNTARY INCOME
Group
2017
$
Unrestricted funds:
Donations
Jobs credit
Membership subscriptions

Restricted funds:
Donations
Toteboard Funding

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

723,057
282,244
650
1,005,951

320,143
804,579
662
1,125,384

723,057
278,930
650
1,002,637

320,143
798,366
662
1,119,171

1,048,042
1,048,042

1,922,903
56,250
1,979,153

1,048,042
1,048,042

1,922,903
56,250
1,979,153

2,053,993

3,104,537

2,050,679

3,098,324

Restricted donations include $57,000 (2016: $145,000) funding received from President’s
Challenge. The fund received was fully utilised for training cost of educational therapists
and had been charged to Scholarships during the reporting year.
The fund received in 2016 was utilised for bursaries of students from low-income families
of which $16,105 had been charged to Bursary during the reporting year (2016:
$128,895).
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
4.

INCOME FROM GENERATED FUNDS – ACTIVITIES FOR GENERATING FUNDS
Group
2017
$
Unrestricted funds:
Sale of resource books
Interest income from cash and bank balances

Less: Cost of sales
Opening inventories
Purchases
Less: Closing inventories
Cost of resources books sold (Note 7)
Net income/(loss) from sale of resource books

5.

5,820
114

4,874
114

5,934

4,988

Group
2017
$
5,820

Collections from sale of books

2016
$

2016
$
4,874

7,381
3,976
11,357
(8,665)

18,465
250
18,715
(7,381)

2,692
3,128

11,334
(6,460)

INCOME FROM GENERATED FUNDS – INVESTMENT INCOME
Group

Restricted funds:
Interest income, net
Dividend income

2017
$

2016
$

261,762
58,620
320,382

106,004
71,305
177,309
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Association
2017
2016
$
$

261,762
58,620
320,382

106,004
71,305
177,309

DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
6.

INCOME FROM CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES
Group
2017
$
Unrestricted funds:
Tuition and assessment
fees
Proceeds from courses and
workshops conducted
Grant from MOE
VCF training grant from
NCSS
Conference fee income
Gain on disposal of plant
and equipment
Sundry income
Allowance for doubtful debts
written back (Note 10)

Restricted funds:
Proceeds from workshops
conducted

7.

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

9,074,672

8,718,967

8,972,622

8,718,967

585,165
10,195,328

591,916
9,670,060

24,741
10,195,328

25,985
9,670,060

14,964
13,711

56,813
11,930

14,964
13,711

56,813
-

205
291,595

330
311,423

205
281,336

330
281,328

1,663
20,177,303

1,115
19,362,554

1,663
19,504,570

1,115
18,754,598

20,177,303

1,929
19,364,483

19,504,570

1,929
18,756,527

EXPENDITURES – COST OF GENERATING FUNDS
Group
2017
$
Unrestricted funds:
Voluntary income
Cost of resource books
sold (Note 4)
Restricted funds:
Voluntary income

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

128,359

133,080

128,359

133,080

2,692

11,334

-

-

22,415

11,495

22,415

11,495
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
8.

EXPENDITURES – CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES
Group
Unrestricted funds:
Plant and equipment written
off
Publication and publicity
Bad debts written off
Bank charges
Bursary
Cleaning services
Cost of conference and
workshops
Depreciation of plant and
equipment (Note 13)
Insurance
Rental of equipment and
upgrading
Learning resources
NETS commission
Other expenses
Allowance for doubtful debts
(Note 10)
Printing and supplies
Professional fees
Rental expenses
Repairs and maintenance
Secretarial fees
Scholarships
Staff salaries and related
staff costs
Telecommunications and
networks
Transport and travelling
Utilities

Restricted funds:
Bank charges
Bursary
Cost of workshops
Learning resources
Other expenses

2017
$

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

4,258
183,439
14,897
1,355,376
156,717

322
185,218
4,225
11,991
853,946
142,554

3,738
173,748
9,094
1,355,376
151,578

311
175,570
4,047
8,334
853,946
138,502

190,172

194,745

99,379

69,790

517,897
12,018

691,116
11,365

478,605
9,889

635,724
9,514

71,215
46,729
44,763
54,523

48,438
50,206
39,889
73,228

67,139
46,236
43,858
51,838

46,293
47,805
38,671
70,396

9,663
74,520
25,900
847,021
145,820
3,366
183,884

13,185
78,301
844,016
124,714
3,145
141,037

9,021
68,088
25,900
682,757
142,355
509,923

13,185
69,308
679,752
121,610
447,775

16,371,676

15,355,193

15,884,064

14,951,555

87,053
20,395
213,072
20,634,374

80,167
24,459
219,108
19,190,568

84,820
15,659
204,297
20,117,362

75,971
20,345
208,492
18,686,896

24
3,679
495
136
4,334

524
4,298
11,855
16,677

24
3,679
495
136
4,334

524
4,298
11,855
16,677

20,638,708

19,207,245

20,121,696

18,703,573
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DYSLEXIA ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE REPORTING YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2017
9.

INVENTORIES
Group
2017
$
Merchandise

2016
$

8,665

7,381

Association
2017
2016
$
$
-

-

The costs of inventories recognised as an expense in the Group and in the Association
amount to $2,692 (2016: $11,334) and Nil (2016: Nil) respectively.

10.

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
Group
2017
$
Trade Receivables
Outside parties
Less: Allowance for
doubtful debts
Financial assistance/ bursary
from MOE

Other Receivables
Outside parties
Deposits to secure services
Prepayments

Trade and other receivables

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

1,204,158

1,299,606

1,129,767

1,247,970

(20,743)

(20,309)

(20,101)

(20,309)

1,183,415

1,279,297

1,109,666

1,227,661

240,022
1,423,437

397,211
1,676,508

240,022
1,349,688

397,211
1,624,872

92,719
315,266
173,768
581,753

64,798
317,906
170,352
553,056

92,629
315,106
170,804
578,539

64,708
317,746
162,688
545,142

2,005,190

2,229,564

1,928,227

2,170,014

The movement in the allowance for doubtful debts accounts are as follows:
Group
2017
$

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

Balance at beginning of year
Current year allowance
(Note 8)
Amount written off
Amount written back
(Note 6)

20,309

22,757

20,309

20,307

9,663
(7,566)

13,185
(14,518)

9,021
(7,566)

13,185
(12,068)

(1,663)

(1,115)

(1,663)

(1,115)

Balance at end of year

20,743

20,309

20,101

20,309
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11.

INVESTMENTS IN FINANCIAL ASSETS
Group and Association
2017
2016
$
$
Balance at beginning of year
Additions
Disposals
Balance at end of year, at cost

3,950,182
250,625
(503,750)
3,697,057

3,181,550
1,032,000
(263,368)
3,950,182

At the end of the reporting year, the investments in financial assets in Singapore included
the following:
Group and Association
2017
2016
$
$
Current
Quoted equity securities
Non-current
Quoted debt securities

1,155,932

1,155,932

2,541,125
3,697,057

2,794,250
3,950,182

Group and Association
2017
2016
$
$
Fair values
Quoted debt securities
Quoted equity securities

2,562,748
1,116,500

2,819,961
1,133,800

3,679,248

3,953,761

The effective interest rates of the quoted debt securities range from 3.15% to 5.375%
(2016: 3.15% to 5.375%).
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12.

CASH AND BANK BALANCES
Group
2017
$
Cash in hand and at bank
Short-term deposits – more
than three months
Short-term deposit –
restricted
Cash and bank balances

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

4,468,011

6,985,672

4,027,060

6,677,021

8,715,556

3,215,556

8,715,556

3,215,556

45,658

45,544

-

-

13,229,225

10,246,772

12,742,616

9,892,577

The short-term deposits have interest rates ranging from 0.73% to 1.62% (2016: 0.25% to
1.35%).
The short-term deposit - restricted is a collateral to secure an Instalment Payment Plan for a
credit card terminal with a financial institution which was unutilised at the end of the
reporting period.
For the purpose of presenting the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents
comprise the following:
Group
2017
$
Cash and bank balances
(as above)
Less:
Short-term deposit –
restricted
Short-term deposit – more
than three months

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

13,229,225

10,246,772

12,742,616

(45,658)

(45,544)

-

(8,715,556)
4,468,011
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(3,215,556) (8,715,556)
6,985,672

4,027,060

9,892,577
(3,215,556)
6,677,021
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13.

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Group
Equipment
and furniture Renovation
$
$
Cost:
As at 1 April 2015
Additions
Disposal/Written off

Software
$

Total
$

1,079,194
327,098
(382,706)

3,116,458
74,189
-

260,973
81,600
-

4,456,625
482,887
(382,706)

As at 31 March 2016
Additions
Disposal/Written off

1,023,586
114,657
(37,093)

3,190,647
28,252
-

342,573
69,750
(18,963)

4,556,806
212,659
(56,056)

As at 31 March 2017

1,101,150

3,218,899

393,360

4,713,409

912,655

2,231,469

200,810

3,344,934

234,298
(382,384)

419,189
-

37,629
-

691,116
(382,384)

As at 31 March 2016
Depreciation charge for the year
(Note 8)
Disposal/Written off

764,569

2,650,658

238,439

3,653,666

183,581
(36,628)

284,526
-

49,790
(15,170)

517,897
(51,798)

As at 31 March 2017

911,522

2,935,184

273,059

4,119,765

Net carrying value: As at 31 March 2017

189,628

283,715

120,301

593,644

As at 31 March 2016

259,017

539,989

104,134

903,140

Accumulated depreciation:
As at 1 April 2015
Depreciation charge for the year
(Note 8)
Disposal/Written off
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13.

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (CONT’D)
Association
Equipment
and furniture Renovation
$
$

Software
$

Total
$

Cost:
As at 1 April 2015
Additions
Disposal/Written off

956,555
325,263
(325,961)

2,948,936
74,189
-

237,255
81,600
-

4,142,746
481,052
(325,961)

As at 31 March 2016
Additions
Disposal/Written off

955,857
108,404
(36,346)

3,023,125
28,252
-

318,855
62,550
(16,373)

4,297,837
199,206
(52,719)

As at 31 March 2017

1,027,915

3,051,377

365,032

4,444,324

816,878

2,148,339

186,541

3,151,758

211,374
(325,650)

391,061
-

33,289
-

635,724
(325,650)

As at 31 March 2016
Depreciation charge for the year
(Note 8)
Disposal/Written off

702,602

2,539,400

219,830

3,461,832

176,410
(35,883)

256,398
-

45,797
(13,098)

478,605
(48,981)

As at 31 March 2017

843,129

2,795,798

252,529

3,891,456

Net carrying value: As at 31 March 2017

184,786

255,579

112,503

552,868

As at 31 March 2016

253,255

483,725

99,025

836,005

Accumulated depreciation:
As at 1 April 2015
Depreciation charge for the year
(Note 8)
Disposal/Written off
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14.

INVESTMENTS IN SUBSIDIARIES
The wholly owned subsidiaries are as follows:
Name of Subsidiaries

Principal activities

Country of incorporation

DAS Academy Ltd *

Provision of professional
training programmes and
degree courses

Singapore

DAS International Services Ltd*

Provision of assessments
and professional services
to students in Singapore
and the region

Singapore

There is no cost of investment as the subsidiaries are incorporated as companies limited
by guarantee under the Companies Act, Chapter 50. The Association has undertaken to
contribute such amounts not exceeding $100 to the assets of each subsidiary in the
event the subsidiary is wound up and the monies are required for payment of the
liabilities of the subsidiary.
*

15.

Audited by RT LLP, Singapore

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
Group

Trade payables
Outside parties
Accruals
Goods and services tax
payable

Other payables
Amount owing to subsidiaries
Outside parties
Accruals for unconsumed
leave
Other accruals

16.

2017
$

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

222,367
249,714

194,281
182,635

147,565
229,245

165,130
159,149

147,417
619,498

113,264
490,180

126,807
503,617

94,763
419,042

170,806

144,917

295,137
170,806

206,054
144,917

347,520
2,440,374
2,958,700

289,476
2,268,079
2,702,472

321,519
2,369,315
3,156,777

271,332
2,219,269
2,841,572

3,578,198

3,192,652

3,660,394

3,260,614

OTHER LIABILITIES
Group

Advance billings

2017
$

2016
$

2,534,245

2,431,903
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Association
2017
2016
$
$
2,337,074

2,273,032
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17.

DEPOSITS RECEIVED
The deposits are for tuition fees received from students.

18.

GENERAL FUND
The general fund is made up of funds from donations and fees from tuition and
assessment and is used for the general purposes of the Association.

19.

JIMMY DARUWALLA FUND
The fund was set up in remembrance of Dr Jimmy Daruwalla, the founding President of
the Association. The fund shall be used for but not limited to the funding of post graduate
studies for the Association’s staff and to award local scholarships to the Association’s
students.

20.

EDUCATION FUND
The education fund can only be used for educational purposes of the Association.

21.

ROSHEN DARUWALLA TRUST FUND
The fund was set up in remembrance of Mrs. Roshen Daruwalla. The income of the fund
can only be applied for educational purposes of the Association, including but not limited
to training grants to Association’s staff, purchase resources for the library and faculty,
and to fund the remediation fees of a dyslexic child.

22.

PARENT-TEACHER GROUP FUND
The fund is for activities co-organised with the Parent-Teacher Group.

23.

LIBRARY FUND
The library fund can only be used by the Queenstown DAS Library for the purchase of
books and materials.
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24.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Group
2017
$
Salaries and bonus
Employer’s contribution to
Central Provident Fund
Foreign worker levy and skill
development fund
Other staff related expenses

13,813,883

12,985,929

13,356,995

12,611,589

2,090,902

1,909,114

2,035,289

1,863,083

63,014
716,120

66,480
667,787

62,323
1,067,739

60,794
996,944

15,629,310

16,522,346

15,532,410

16,683,919

25.

Association
2017
2016
$
$

2016
$

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
For the purpose of these financial statements, parties are considered to be related to the
Association if the Association has the ability, directly or indirectly, to control the party or
exercise significant influence over the party in making financial and operating decisions,
or vice versa. Related parties may be individuals or other entities.
There were no transactions with related parties outside the Group.
Many of the Association’s transactions and arrangements are with the subsidiaries and
the effects of these on the basis determined between the parties are reflected in these
financial statements. The balances with these parties are unsecured, interest free and
repayable on demand.
(a) Significant transactions with its subsidiaries
Other than as disclosed elsewhere in the financial statements, transactions carried in
the normal course of business on terms agreed with related parties are as follows:
Association
2017
2016
$
$
Donation to a subsidiary for purchase of reference
materials
Return of grant received in prior years by a subsidiary*
Repayment to a subsidiary for course fees, and expenses
paid by the subsidiary on behalf of the Association
Salaries paid by the Association on behalf of the
subsidiaries but borne by the subsidiaries
Salaries paid by the subsidiary on behalf of the Association
but borne by the Association
Rental, utilities and other expenses paid on behalf of the
subsidiaries by the Association but borne by the
subsidiaries
Course fees charged to the Association by a subsidiary
Fees collected by the Association on behalf of the
subsidiaries
Expenses paid by the subsidiaries on behalf of the
Association
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495
50,000

-

250,000

100,000

7,466

600

97,023

122,490

197,570
393,929

182,987
404,660

102,518

6,367

10,205

8,610
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25.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS (CONT’D)
(a) Significant transactions with its subsidiaries (Cont’d)
Association
2017
2016
$
$
Trainer fees paid by the Association on behalf of the
subsidiaries but borne by the subsidiaries
Administrative expenses charged to a subsidiary by
Association

65,000

-

12,172

-

* Return of grant by a subsidiary is in relation to the grants given by the Association to
its subsidiaries in prior years to enable the subsidiaries to undertake programmes of
work identified by the Association as necessary to meet the Group’s objectives.
(b) Compensation of key management personnel
Group
Number of staffs in the
following remuneration bands
of:
$200,001 and above
$150,001 to $200,000
$100,001 to $150,000

2017

2016

1
5
2

1
3
4
Group

2017
$
Salaries and bonus
Employer’s contribution to
Central Provident Fund

2016
$

Association
2017
2016

1
4
2

1
3
3

Association
2017
2016
$
$

1,320,083

1,221,791

1,165,333

1,089,129

104,108
1,424,191

93,536
1,315,327

89,852
1,255,185

81,203
1,170,332

Key management personnel include the Chief Executive Officer and the Association’s
senior management.
It is not the normal practice for the Executive Committee members, or people connected
with them, to receive remuneration, or other benefits, from the Association for which
they are responsible, or from institutions connected with the Association.
The Association has not met individual expenses incurred by Executive Committee
members for services provided to the Association, either by reimbursement of the
Executive Committee members or by providing the Executive Committee members with
an allowance or by direct payment to a third party.
(c) Significant transactions with other related parties
Professional fees paid and payable to companies in which an executive member has
interest totalled $15,900 (2016: $3,145).
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26.

TAX-EXEMPT RECEIPTS
The Association enjoys concessionary tax treatment whereby qualifying donors are
granted 2.5 times tax deduction for the donations made to the Association.
During the reporting year, the Association issued tax-exempt receipts for donations
collected amounting to $603,412 (2016: $439,860).

27.

COMMITMENTS
At the end of reporting year, the Group and Association had the following commitments:
Capital commitments
Expenditure approved and contracted for:
Group
2017
$
Enhancement of softwares
Purchase of equipment

28.

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

46,381

42,940
-

46,381

42,940
-

46,381

42,940

46,381

42,940

OPERATING LEASE COMMITMENTS
The future minimum lease payable under non-cancellable operating leases contracted for at
the reporting year end date but not recognised as liabilities, are as follows:
Group
2017
$
Within one year
Within two to five years

2016
$

Association
2017
2016
$
$

806,812
620,624

806,816
1,422,427

806,812
620,624

806,816
1,422,427

1,427,436

2,229,243

1,427,436

2,229,243

Operating lease payments are for rentals of premises. The rental terms are negotiated for
an average term of three to five years and are subject to an escalation clause but the
amount of the rent increase does not exceed a certain percentage. Such increases are
not included in the above amounts.
29.

COLUMNAR PRESENTATION OF BALANCE SHEETS
A large majority of the assets and liabilities are attributable to the General Fund. All the
assets of the other funds are represented by cash balances and investment in financial
assets. Accordingly, the Association did not adopt a columnar presentation of its assets,
liabilities and funds in the Balance Sheets as it was not meaningful.
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